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1.0 Project Introduction

My project is called NightOut and my mentor was Dr. Del Hart. It's
primary goal is to take a set of criteria from the user, analyze that
data, and based on a hierarchy of data, produce an itinerary for a
NightOut in Huntsville.
Included in this paper is all of the paperwork I wrote while working on
this project. I have included my earliest paperwork (the request to the
CS department for a mentor) to my most recent paperwork (the code
for the project). This paperwork further explains the goals and
inspiration for this project.
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2.0 Honors Project Proposal
My name is Jennifer Hood. After this semester, I will be a senior. I'm
a Computer Science major and am in the Honors Program here at
UAH. One of the requirements for graduating with honors is a Senior
Honors Project. This project is an opportunity for me to research an
area of computer science and create a project based on that area of
interest. However, before beginning a project, I need a mentor.
The mentor's responsibilities would include approving or providing
suggestions for improvement of my project ideas, as well occasionally
checking on my progress. Also, when I present my project in the
spring, it is encouraged (though not required) that my mentor watches
the presentation.
Ideally, I would like to find a mentor who would also be willing to
eventually aid me in my Master's thesis and my doctoral dissertation
when the time comes. However, this is not a requirement.
In general, I would like to do something with the web and possibly
databases for my project. I have several more specific ideas for
projects. Some of these include:
1. The universal database: A series of web pages that have a very
user-friendly interface. The creator of the database answers a few
web-input questions about his database and what sort of
functionality he would like this page to have. This questionnaire
would be a one-time thing and afterwards, the page would just load
as specified by the questionnaire.
2. The asp version of the school student database: Using bogus data
(for now), I would create an ASP version of the UAH
register.uah.edu page. The goal for this project would be to
improve the speed and loading time of the page.
3. Student Info Database: This web page would contain all of the
students of UAH. The database would include their addresses and
phone numbers, as well as their majors, and any other incidental
information that might be useful to know. There would also be a
column in the database saying whether or not the student wanted
their information posted in the directory. Then, there would be a
page that could search for a student by a variety of methods. Also,
students with last names starting with a certain letter could be
browsed. This page could include faculty and staff as well and
could be added to the UAH web page.
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These are just some of the preliminary ideas I have thought of so far.
I have approximately three semesters (Spring 2001, Summer 2001,
and Fall 2001) to complete this project. I am experienced with
databases and ASP, as that is what I do at work. Therefore, I know
that each of the above-mentioned projects is possible. Also, each of
them would require some degree of research on my part in order to
add interesting features to the project. If these ideas are not deemed
good enough for such a project, then I can think of others, as these
are just starting points.
If anyone would be interested in being my mentor for this project (and
possibly longer, as I mentioned before), please contact me. My
daytime phone number is (256) 971-6721, or my email address is
hoodje@saic.com. Thank you for your consideration.
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3.0 Project Proposal
3.1 Statement of Problem
I would like to create a web page, which would provide the most
efficient night out in Huntsville, based on a group of people's
specific desires that night.
3.2 Proposed Solution
In order to create this web page, I propose the use of Microsoft
Access and ASP.
I will study the use of heuristics and
constraints satisfaction in order to gauge the "efficiency" of the
night. The users will answer a series of questions, such as what
sort of food they would like to eat and how far they are willing to
travel. Through a series of specified rules, the web page will
determine what the most efficient route is, considering such
factors as closest restaurants and times of certain events.
3.3 Significance of Project
This project would be useful as a utility to m1rnm1ze distance
between two points. Practically, it is useful for environmentalists
and those simply wishing to conserve gas money as it will take
as input all of the places the groups wish to go, determine the
appropriate times and places that the groups need to be at, and
it will give as output the minimized schedule, based on the
issues that the users specify. Also, it may be determined by the
users that gas expenditure is not an issue. In that case, perhaps
the primary determining factor is the quickest interim time. This
project will be able to provide a schedule based on these two
examples and other criteria.
Finally, this project could be
expanded to more than just a "night out". The work involved to
expand it with this capability is minimal compared to the total
work involved for the project itself.
3.4 Research Involved
Some research will need to be done on heuristics and constraints
satisfaction. This will likely be the majority of the research so
that the web page will be "intelligent". Also, some minor
research will need to be done to place the information from
restaurants, movies, and other forms of entertainment into the
7

database.
involved.

However, this is a minor area of the total research

3.5 Schedule
The modified schedule for this project is as follows:
January 24, 2001: Proposal turned in
January 29, 2001: Begin work on database and start researching
heuristics and constraints specification
March 29, 2001: Data entered into database, begin design of
web page
May 2, 2001: Interim report to advisor
May 29, 2001: Determine constraints specification
June 29, 2001: Determine heuristics specifics
July 29, 2001: Interim report to advisor
August 29, 2001: Prepare rough draft of final report
September 29, 2001: Prepare final draft of final report
October 29, 2001: Complete coding of web page project
November 29, 2001: Finalize presentation of project
December 2001: Honors Symposium Presentation
3.6 Goals and Milestones
My goals are to follow as closely by the schedule in section V as
possible. I would actually like to try and exceed my deadlines
listed above so that I am ahead of the overall schedule.

.

Update 5/2/01 - Test Cases, Software Capabilities, and Use
Cases completed
Update 11/27/01 - Coding and finalization of presentation for
project completed
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4.0 Heuristics and Constraints Satisfaction
4.1 Heuristics
Heuristics provides a solution technique to problems that have none
which meet limitations on time, data, and so forth. Two forms of
heuristics are solution generation and solution improvement. Heuristic
evaluation is a "discount usability engineering" method which provides
quick, cheap, and easy evaluation of a user interface design. The goal
is to "find the usability problems in the design so that they can be
attended to as a part of an iterative design process".
4.2 10
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Usability Heuristics
Visibility of system status
Match between system and the real world
User control and freedom
Consistency and standards
Error Prevention
Recognition rather than recall
Flexibility and efficiency of use
Aesthetic and minimalist design
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors
Help and documentation

Heuristics is good for finding both major and minor problems with a
user interface. While major problems are easier to find, it tends to be
the minor problems that people concentrate on. Usability problems
can be located by a single location, two or more locations that have to
be compared to find the problem. Sometimes, using heuristics makes
it easier to spot problems than using other methods. It is
recommended also that heuristics testing be used in addition to user
testing so that the majority of all of the problems can be found.
The severity of usability problems is considered by a combination of
the frequency of the problem, the impact of the problem if it occurs,
and the persistence of the problem. A scale, from O to 4 as follows
can be used to rank the problems.
0) I don't agree that this is a usability problem at all
1) Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is
available on project
2) Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority
3) Major usability problem: important to fix, so should be given
high priority
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4) Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before product can
be released
4.3 Constraints Satisfaction
Constraints satisfaction is of great interest to those developing AI
because of the many problems it can solve. The solution using this
method can have one, none, or many solutions to it. The CSPs can be
used to solve many algorithms, ranging from simple ones such as a
five-word crossword puzzle, to difficult problems. The simplest CSP
algorithm is called Simple Backtracking. Some other algorithms solved
using constraints satisfaction are called Conflict-Directed Backjumping,
Graph-Based Backjumping, and Backmarking. Heuristics and
constraints satisfaction work together to improve the performance of a
program. By using constraints, limits are placed on the data sets so
that data sets are not infinite.
4.4 Summary
The relevance of constraints satisfaction and heuristics to my project is
simple to see. There will be certain sets of information that I will wish
• I can assume that most people
to limit, such as distance traveled.
who live in Huntsville do not want to go to another city for a "night
out". As such, I can limit the distance allowed for planning a night.
This is just one of the many ways I can constrain my data. As far as
using heuristics, there will be an order with which people will want to
plan their evenings. Some may be willing to travel further for a
cheaper price, whereas others just want to get to where they're going
as quickly as possible. This is where the use of heuristics will come in.
Obviously these two concepts will form the basis for the logic of my
program.

-
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5.0 Test Cases
Case 1: Sierra Johnston and three of her friends want to go out.
Since they are all college students, they do not have a large budget.
In total, they have $20 for each person. They'd like to see a movie
tonight after dinner. As the group consists of two girls and two guys,
a comedy is what they decide to see. For dinner, they are not too
picky, though they want it to be less than $10 a meal and fairly close
to the movie theatre.
Case 2: Jonathan Banks decides to surprise his wife, Amanda Banks,
for Valentine's Day. He plans on taking her out to dinner where
money is no issue. As it turns out, Amanda's favorite sort of food is
Italian. After dinner, Jonathan would like to take her to a romantic
movie. However, as Valentine's falls on a weekday, they need to
conclude their evening before nine PM.
Case 3: Mrs. Smith's kindergarten class is going on its first field trip.
Since she has twenty students in her class, it is somewhat difficult to
find a place to take them. Finally, she has decided to take them out to
the new kiddy movie, 102 Dalmatians. She knows, though, that these
kids will be hungry if they don't eat before going to the movie. She
dreads, however, taking them to anyplace where they could cause
mass destruction. She wants to take them somewhere that they could
not only eat, but also a place that has a playground where they could
run around and release some of that pent up energy, hopefully enough
so that they can sit through the hour and a half movie.
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6.0 Use Cases
Case l: Sierra Johnston and three of her friends want to go out.
Since they are all college students, they do not have a large budget.
In total, they have $20 for each person. They'd like to see a movie
tonight after dinner. As the group consists of two girls and two guys,
a comedy is what they decide to see. For dinner, they are not too
picky, though they want it to be less than $10 a meal and fairly close
to the movie theatre.
• Sierra goes to the page and looks for the closest movie theater
whose tickets are less than ten dollars.
• She then minimizes the list of restaurants to list only those
within five miles of the theater.
• Of those, she limits the search further to one in which the
average meal is less than ten dollars
Case 2: Jonathan Banks decides to surprise his wife, Amanda Banks,
for Valentine's Day. He plans on taking her out to dinner where
money is no issue. As it turns out, Amanda's favorite sort of food is
Italian. After dinner, Jonathan would like to take her to a romantic
movie. However, as Valentine's falls on a weekday, they need to
conclude their evening before nine PM
• First Jonathan searches for all of Huntsville's Italian restaurants.
• He adds the constraint that the restaurant must be open at 4
o'clock pm so that he and his wife can enjoy the dinner and still
see a movie before nine PM.
• He narrows the search to those with the highest ratings by food
critics.
• For his movie, he searches for all of the theatres playing
"Shakespeare in Love" which is the movie he has decided to take
the missus to.
• He finally narrows the search to any which end before nine
o'clock.
Case 3: Mrs. Smith's kindergarten class is going on its first field trip.
Since she has twenty students in her class, it is somewhat difficult to
find a place to take them. Finally, she has decided to take them out to
the new kiddy movie, 102 Dalmatians. She knows, though, that these
kids will be hungry if they don't eat before going to the movie. She
dreads, however, taking them to anyplace where they could cause
mass destruction. She wants to take them somewhere that they could
not only eat, but also a place that has a playground where they could
run around and release some of that pent up energy, hopefully enough
so that they can sit through the hour and a half movie.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Mrs. Smith searches for all of the restaurants within ten miles of
the museum, which is where the field trip is to take place.
She then looks for the restaurants whose per person intake is
five minutes or less. She knows that the children will not be still
for much longer than that to get their food.
She narrows the search down to those restaurants that have a
playground.
Her final cut is for a restaurant whose meals are less than five
dollars a head. Feeding a class of kindergarteners is expensive!
She searches for a nearby movie theater that is showing 102
Dalmatians, the kiddy movie.
She adds an optional constraint that the theater has a discount
matinee price, but does not eliminate those choices that do not
have such a discount.
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7 .o General Case to Special Case
A location is 5 miles from the user's house. It is a restaurant where
they serve Italian food. Typically, an appetizer, an entree, and a
dessert are ordered. It is a fancy restaurant, so the prices are around
$30 a plate, with general appetizers running between $5 and $10
dollars and desserts priced around $5. The user has never been to
this restaurant before. The average waiting time is less than ten
minutes because it requires a reservation to eat here. However, that
is countered by the fact that it takes at least thirty minutes to get your
food, as the chefs hand prepare everything. Of course, the Huntsville
Times rates this restaurant with five stars, noting its courteous staff.
There is a movie theatre within ten minutes of driving time of this
restaurant.
Test Case 1: Although the restaurant is close to the movie theatre,
Sierra Johnston and her friends decide not to go to this restaurant.
Since they only have $20 dollars apiece, and they know the movie will
cost between $5 and $10, they could only afford an appetizer each. If
they were not incredibly hungry, the might consider this restaurant.
However, because of time constraints and the fact that they don't want
to miss the movie, they probably choose not to eat here.
Test Case 2: If Jonathan Banks and his wife begin their evening early,
they will likely choose this restaurant, hands down. The first winning
point is that it serves Italian food. The second winning point is that it
is a very good restaurant and Jonathan feels that because it has a five
star rating. So Jonathan ranks a restaurant that serves Italian food as
the first consideration and a classy restaurant (the five-stars) as the
second consideration. Also, the timing is not terribly bad, but the two
will have to head to the restaurant around 5:30 if they wish to view a
movie as well. Since this is not the most important consideration,
Jonathan would choose this restaurant to eat at.
Test Case 3: Mrs. Smith would NOT choose this restaurant if it
appeared in the list. She would first choose a restaurant that was fast
food, which this restaurant is not. Secondly, she would decline this
choice because of the fact that it would take thirty minutes before the
children got their food. She knows that the kindergarteners will not be
able to sit still for that long. Finally, the meals are pricey for a class of
children. Mrs. Smith would turn down this choice with scarcely a
second glance.
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8.0 Software Capabilities
The program will be able to track the following information. It will be
needed to determine the appropriate itinerary for the night.
Movie
• Genre of movies available
• Price of tickets
o Price for a student
o Usual price
o Matinee Price
• Distance from a given zip code
• Time that movies start
Dinner
• Average price of meal per person
• Type of restaurant (i.e. fast food, pizza, formal dining, etc)
• Restaurant hours
• Distance from given location
• Number of times user has visited restaurant
• Average waiting time on any given night
• Special features of the restaurant (such as a theme, or a
playground)
The program also contains the following user capabilities based on the
user's privilege level.
User Privileges
• Modify Profile
• Create, Modify, or Delete Criteria Set
• Create Itinerary
• Logout
Administrative Privileges
• Add, Modify, or Delete a Restaurant
• Add, Modify, or Delete a Movie Theatre
• Add, Modify, or Delete a Movie
• Add or Remove an Administrator
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9.0 Database Design
Entertainment Table
Field Name
Data Type
I
id
inteoer: the entertainment ID
list: 0 = movie, 1 = dinner
tvoe
name
strino: the name of the establishment
location
strino: the address of the entertainment
zioCode
inteoer: the zio code of the establishment
typeRestaurantID integer: from the TypeRestaurant table, which
includes common types of restaurants and foods
served at movies
priceID
number: the id to the price table for this
establishment
Movie Table
Field Name
id
entertainmentID
movie Name
ratinoID
oenreID
movieStart
Price Table
Field Name
id
childPrice
studentPrice
reoularPrice
specialPrice
Dinner Table
Field Name
id
entertainmentID
rating

Data Type
inteqer: the movie ID
integer: the entertainment information for this
particular movie - allows for a list of all the movies
at a particular theater
string: the name of the movie
integer: the rating ID of the movie
integer: the genre ID of the movie
integer: the hour in which the movie starts, in
military time
Data Type

integer: the price ID
real: a child's price for either a movie or a dinner
real: a student's price for a movie
real: the standard price for a movie or a dinner
real: special prices (for movies, the senior citizen
price)
Data Type
inteqer: the unique identifier for this record
integer: the entertainment information for this
particular restaurant
integer: the rating of the restaurant (number of
"stars" the restaurant receives)
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restaurantHours
averageWait

integer: the hour that the restaurant opens
integer: the average waiting time on any given
night (in minutes)
specialFeaturesID integer: the ID of the special features that the
restaurant has

f the restaurant

soecialFeaturesName I strino: the name of the special feature
Genre Table

~
# i t ! i inte
f6
ii1i·~•tidi9•~
id
er: the Genre ID
enreName

the name of the oenre

I

Rating Table

r W U 6inteoer:
i i .the
t Ratino
- , -ID- - - • t i d : · ~
ratino Name

strino: the name of the ratin

User Table

Field Name

id
username
password
firstName
lastName
birthDate
address
ziocode
isAdmin

Criteria Table
-----,
pmn,�eo,t

id ,......,..,..1,i,1,11..

Data Type

inteqer: the User ID
string: the user's name
string: the user's password
string: the user's first name
string: the user's last name
string: when the user was born - used to determine
if "over 21" places are available to choose from, or if
certain discounts are applicable
string: the user's address
inteoer: the user's zio code
bit: whether or not the user is an admin

•ffibfi•t
---------·
~

� ID
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typeOfRestaurantID integer: the id for the type of restaurant or movie
food desired
real: the average price for a meal that the user is
mealPrice
willing to spend per person
dinnerHour
integer: the hour at which dinner will be eaten
specia I FeaturesID
integer: the special features of the establishment
which the user desires
movieID
inteqer: the movie's ID number
moviePrice
real: the price of the movie
concessionPrice
real: the price of the concessions
inteqer: the hour at which to see the movie
movieHour
genreID
inteqer: the ID number of the qenre of the movie
distance
integer: the number of zipcodes away the user is
willinq to travel
creationDate
string: the date at which this criteria was created
userName
string: the user's username

distance

Code

r: the adiacent zip code
r: the distance between the two zip codes
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10.0 Summary
This project was a great learning experience for heuristics and
constraints satisfaction. I was able to take a skill that I already
possessed (programming in VBScript and with Databases) and apply
this new knowledge to it. Additionally, I was able to hone and refine
my existing knowledge in this area of programming.
Prior to this project, I did not even know what heuristics and
constraints satisfaction were, but at the completion of this project, I
feel comfortable both in the definition of these terms as with the
application of these concepts.
In NightOut, most of the heuristics and contstraints satisfaction occurs
behind the scenes. The user is completely, or almost, unaware that
these two things are even going on. They are invisible to the user.
Only if the user takes the time to think about how an itinerary is
created from a set of criteria will the user realize that they are
participating in a program that deals with heuristics and constraints
satisfaction.
In summary, I would like to thank Dr. Hart for being my mentor in this
project. Together we refined my original idea and fleshed out the
content for this project. It was a challenging project with many
obstacles that I had to overcome. Because of these obstacles, this
project was a challenging and educational project
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Appendix A
Following is the code that was used for my project. I have included
the source code for all of the major functionality as well as my
database and data validation and verification include files. The order
of the files is as follows:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

login.asp
register.asp
mainMenu.asp
maintainAdministrators.asp
maintainCriteria.asp
maintainltinerary.asp
maintainMovies.asp
maintainMovieTheatres.asp
maintainRestaurants.asp
nightOut.css
dataValidation.asp
dbFunctions.asp

There is a DOS file name at the top of each page of code, but as some
of the file names are longer than 8 characters long, the names are
truncated with a "~" and a number. However, the order for these files
is provided. At the bottom of each page is a page number. The files
are in order so if the name cannot be deciphered, you know you are at
the end of a file when the page numbers return to "Page 1". Also, the
first page of each file contains the full name of the file.
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login.asp
<%option explicit%>
d
'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/6/01

Jennifer Hood

Module Name: login.asp

Description: obtain user's login information, validate it, and determine
allowed entry into the site.
Revisions:
'****************************************************************************
%>
d 'Include the database functions %>
c!-- #include file="dbFunctions.asp" -->
chtml>
chead>
ctitle>Login to Nightoutc/title>
clink rel="stylesheet" href="nightout.css" type="text/css">
d
'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
' the user's username
Dim userName
' the user's password
Dim password
Dim rs
' the database recordset
' whether or not the user was found
Dim userNotFound
'****************************************************************************
' Get the user's information,
entered in the form
userName = request.form( 1111 userName")
password = request.form( password")
%>
</head>
cbody>
ccenter><h2>Login to NightOutc/h2></center>

d
' Determine if the form has been submitted yet
if request.form <> 1111 then
if userName = 11 1 then
response.write "<p align= 1111center"">Enter your user Name.c/p><BR>"
elseif password = "" then
response.write "<p align=" 1 center"">Enter your password.c/p><BR>"
else
set rs = extractusers()
1

1

if rs.eof then
response.write "<p align=" center 1111 >The user, <b>" & userName & "c/b>, was not fo
11

und in the
database.</P><BR>"
end if

%>

userNotFound = 0
do while not rs.eof
if userName = rs( 11 userName") then
if password = rs("password") then

d

the username " & userName &

".c/p><BR>"

else

loop
und in the

else

<script language="Javascript">
document.location = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>"
</script>
Response.write "cp align='"'center" 11 >The password is incorrect for

end if

userNotFound = 1
end if
rs.MoveNext

if userNotFound = 1 then
response.write "<p align=""center"">The user, cb>" & userName & "c/b>, was not fo
Page 1

database.</p><BR>"
end if
end if
end if
%>

login.asp

<form action="login.asp" method="post">
<table aliQn="center">
<tr><td al,gn="right"><b>User Name</b>:</td><td><input type="textbox" name="userName" value="<%=userName%
> 11></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><b>Password</b>:</td><td><input type="password" name="password" value="<%=password%
>"></tr>
</table>
<br>

<table align="center">
<tr>
<td><input type="submit" value="Submit" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: lightsteelblue
; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';"></td>
<td><input type="button" value="Register" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: lightsteelbl
ue; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';" onclick="location.href='register.asp?registerType=O';"></td>
<td><input type="reset" value="Clear" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: lightsteelblue;
color: darkblue; font-face:
verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.style.cursor='h
and';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';"></td>
</tr>
</table>
</form>
<%

%>
</body>
</html>

closeRS(rs)

.
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<%option explicit%>
<%
'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/6/01
Jennifer Hood

Module Name: register.asp

Description: Allows the user to enter their information in order to register
for the site
Revisions:
****************************************************************************
'
%>
<% 'Include the database functions%>
c!-- #include file="dbFunctions.asp" -->
<% 'Include the data validation functions%>
c!-- #include file="datavalidation.asp" -->

chtml>
<head>
ctitle>Register for Nightout</title>
clink rel="stylesheet" href="nightout.css" type="text/css">
<%
'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
Dim userName
' the user's username
Dim password
' the user's password
Dim confirmPassword
' confirming the user's password
Dim firstName
' the user's first name
' the user's last name
Dim lastName
Dim month
' the user's birth month
Dim day
' the user's birth day
Dim myvear
' the user's birth year
Dim address
' the user's address
Dim zipcode
' the user's zip code
Dim birthdate
' holds the birthdate string from the recordset
' 0 = re9ister a new user, 1 = register a profile modification
Dim registerType
Dim rs
the database recordset
Dim error
' an error boolean
'****************************************************************************
error = O
registerType = Request.Querystring("registerType")
userName = Request.Querystring("userName")
if Request.Form <> "" then
userName = Request.Form("userName")
password = Request.Form("password")
confirmPassword = Request.Form("confirmPassword")
firstName = Request. Form("firstName")
lastName = Request.Form("lastName")
month = Request.Form("month")
day = Request.Form("dar,")
myvear = Request.Form('myvear")
address = Request.Form("address")
zipcode = Request.Form("zipcode")
elseif registerType = 1 then
' we are modifying a profile
Set rs = extractuserByName(userName)
userName = rs("userName")
password = rs("password")
confirmPassword = rs("password")
firstName = rs("firstName")
lastName = rs("lastName")
address = rs("address")
zipcode = rs("zi pcode")
birthdate = rs("birthdate")
closeRs(rs)

end if

' Get birthdate
birthdate = spli t(birthdate, "/")
month = birthdate(O)
day = birthdate(l)
myvear = birthdate(2)
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%>
</head>

<body>
<center><h2>Register for Nightout</h2></center>

<%
' determine that none of the fields are blank
if request.form <> '"' then
if registerFormFilled() then
if registerType = 0 then
if validateuserName(userName) then
else
error = 1
end if
end if
if error <> 1 then
if validatePassword(password, confirmPassword) then
if validateDate(month, day, myYear) then
if validatezipcode(zipcode) then
if registerType = 0 then
if adduser then
%>

<script langua�e="Javascript">
alert( The user, <%=userName%>, h

as been successfully
registered.");
<%

else

%>

end if

document.location
</script>

"login.asp";

if modifyuser(userName) then

<script langua�e="Javascript">
alert( The user, <%=userName%>, h

as been successfully
modified.");

document.location

?userName=<%=userName%>";

<%

else
end if

end if

end if

end if

end if

</script>
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zipcode

end if
end if ' end connect to database to insert info
end if ' end the test to see if form information was submitted
%>
<form action="register.asp?registerTr,pe=<%=registerType%>&userName=<%=userName%>" method="post">
<table ali9n="center" cellspacing="S '>
<tr><td al,gn="right">User Name (no spaces):</td><td>
<%
if registerType = 0 then
%>
<input type="text" name="userName" value="<%=userName%>"></td></tr>
<%
else
%>
<input type="text" value="<%=userName%>" DISABLED>
<input type="hidden" name="userName" value="<%=userName%>">
</td></tr>
<%
end if
%>
<tr><td align="right">Password:</td><td><input type="password" name="password" value="<%=password
%>"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right">Confirm Password:</td><td><input type="password" name="confirmPassword"
value="<%=confirmPassword%>"></td></tr>
<tr><td colspan="2"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right">First Name:</td><td><input type="text" name="firstName" value="<%=firstName
11
%> ></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right">Last Name:</td><td><input type="text" name="lastName" value="<%=lastName%>"
></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right">Birthdate (mm/dd/yyyy):</td><td>
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<input type="text" size="2" maxlength="2" name="month" value="<%=month%>">
<input type•"text" size="2" maxlength="2" name="day" value="<%=day%>">
<input type="text" size="4" maxlength="4" name="myvear" value="<%=myvear%>">
</td></tr>
<tr><td align="right">Address:</td><td><input type="text" name="address" value="<%=address%>"></t
<tr><td align="right">Zip code:</td><td><input type="text" size="S" maxlength="lO" name="zipcode"

value="<%=zipcode%>"></td></tr>
<tr><td colspan="2">&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr><td colspan="2" align="center">
<input type="submit" value="Submit" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: li
ghtsteelblue; color:
darkblue; font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color..'red';
this.style.cursor='hand'·"
onMouseout="this.style.coior='darkblue';">&nbsp;
<input type="reset" value="Clear" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: ligh
tsteelblue; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';">
</td></tr>
</table>
</form>
</body>
</html>
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<%option explicit%>
d
'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/6/01
Jennifer Hood

Module Name: mainMenu.asp

Description: Displays the user and administrative privileges available to
to the user

Revisions:
****************************************************************************
'
%>
d 'Include the database functions %>
<!-- #include file="dbFunctions.asp" -->
chtml>
<head>
<title>Nightout - Main Menuc/title>
clink rel="stylesheet" href="nightOut.css" type="text/css">
d
'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
' the recordset for the database
Dim rs
' the SQL query string
Dim sqlQuery
' the user's username
Dim userName
'****************************************************************************
userName = Request.Querystring("userName")
%>
</head>
cbody>
<center>
ch3>Nightout Menuc/h3>
ch4>Choose an optionc/h4>
d
set rs = extractuserByName(userName)
%>
<table align="center">
ctr>
ctd>
chr color="#OObbff">
ch4>User Privilegesc/h4>
<Ul>
cli>ca href="maintaincriteria.asp?maintainType=O&userName=<%=userName%>">Create a new criteria setc/a>c/1
i>
cli><a href="maintaincriteria.asp?maintainType=l&userName=<%=userName%>">Modify an existing criteria set<
/a>c/li>
cli>ca href="maintaincriteria.asp?maintainType=2&userName=<%=userName%>">Delete a criteria setc/a></li>
cbr><br>
cli>ca href="maintainitinerary.asp?maintainType=O&userName=<%=userName%>">Create a new itineraryc/a></li>
cbr>cbr>
cli>ca href="register.asp?registerType=l&userName=<%=userName%>">Modify your profile</a>c/li>
cl i>ca href="l ogin. asp">Logout</a></1 i>
d
if rs("isAdmin") = true then
%>
</ul>
chr color="#OObbff">
ch4>Administrative Privilegesc/h4>
<Ul>
cli><a href="maintainRestaurants.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=0">Add a Restaurantc/a><
/li>
cli><a href="maintainRestaurants.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=l">Modify a Restaurant</
a></li>
cli>ca href="maintainRestaurants.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=2">Delete a Restaurant</
a></li>
cbr>cbr>
cli><a href="maintainMovieTheatres.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=O">Add a Movie Theatre
c/a></li>
cl; ><a href="maintainMovieTheatres.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=l">Modify a Movie Thea
trec/a></1 ; >
<1 ; ><a href="maintainMovieTheatres.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=2">Delete a Movie Thea
trec/a></1 i >
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<br><br>
<li><a href="maintainMovies.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=0">Add a Movie</a></li>
<li><a href="maintainMovies.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=l">Modify a Movie</a></li>
<li><a href="maintainMovies.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=2">Delete a Movie</a></li>
<br><br>
<li><a href="maintainAdministrators.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=0">Add Administrator<
/a></li>
<li><a href="maintainAdministrators.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=l">Remove Administrat
or</a></li>
<%
end if
%>
</uh
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<%
closeRs(rs)
%>
</center>
</HTML>

</BODY>
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<%option explicit%>
<%
'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/14/01
Jennifer Hood
Module Name: maintainAdministrators.asp

Description: Allows administrators to add, modify, and delete administrators
from the database
Revisions:
****************************************************************************
'
%>
<% 'Include the database functions %>
<!-- #include file="dbFunctions.asp" -->

<% 'Include the data validation functions %>
<!-- #include file="datavalidation.asp" -->
<html>
<head>
<title>Nightout - Maintain Administrators</title>
clink rel="stylesheet" href="nightout.css" type="text/css">
<%
'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
Dim rs
' the recordset for the database
' the SQL query string
Dim sqlQuery
' the user's username
Dim userName
Dim newAdmin
' the username of the new administrator
Dim maintainType
' 0 = add an administrator, 1 = delete an administrator
' which movie is being modified or deleted
Dim modifyID
' the list of current administrators
Dim currentAdmin
Dim isList
' whether or not there are users in the list to choose from
' the array that will hold all administrators to be added or removed
Dim adminArray
' ****************************************************************************
userName = Request.Querystring("userName")
maintainType = Request.Querystring("maintainType")
modifyID = Request.Querystring("modifyID")
if Request.Form <> "" then
newAdmin = Request.Form("newAdmin")
currentAdmin = Request.Form("currentAdmin")
end if
%>
</head>

cbody>
ccenter>
<h3>Night0Ut</h3>
<%
' Display Adding Movie info
if maintainType = 0 then
%>
ch4>Add an Administrator</h4>
<%
if Request.Form <> "" then
' we have submitted a new administrator for validation
adminArray = Split(newAdmin, ", ")
if addAdministrator(adminArray) then
%>
<Seript language=" Javascript">
location.href = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>";
</script>
<%
else
Response.write "<p align=""center"">There was an error adding the administor(s).<
/p><br>"
end if
end if
elseif maintainType = 1 then
' Display the Deleting Movie info
%>
<h4>Delete an Administrator</h4>
<%
if Request.Form <> "" then
' we are deleting the info now
adminArray = split(currentAdmin, ", ")
if deleteAdministrator(adminArray) then
%>
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.</P><br>"
end if

end if

else
end if
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<script language="Javascript">
location.href = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>"i
</script>
Response.write "<p align=""center"">There was an error deleting the administrator

%>

<!-- Display the Maintain Movies form -->
<form name="maintainAdministrator"
action="maintainAdministrators.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=<%=maintainType%>&modifyID=<%=modi
fyID%>" method="post">
<table>
<tr>
<%
' current Administrators
set rs = extractAdministrators
if not rs.eof and maintainType = 1 then
isList = true
%>
<td align="right"><b>Current Administrators</b>:</td>
<td>
<select name="currentAdmin" <%if maintainType 0 then Response.write "DISABLED " end if%
>MULTIPLE>
<%
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option value='""' & rs("userName") & """"
Response.write ">" & rs("firstName") & " " & rs("lastName") & "</option>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRs(rs)
elseif maintainType 1 then
Response.write "<tr><td colspan=""2"">There are no administrators.</td></tr>"
isList = false
end if
%>

..

2

</td>
</tr>
<%

%>
TIPLE>
<%

</select>

<tr>

' Potential Administrators
set rs = extractNonAdministrators
if not rs.eof and maintainType = 0 then
isList = true
<td align="right"><b>Non-Administrators</b>:</td>
<td>
<select name="newAdmin" <%if maintainType = 1 then Response.write "DISABLED " end if%>MUL

do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option value=""" & rs("userName") & '""'"
Response.write ">" & rs("firstName") & " " & rs("lastName") & "</option>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRs(rs)
elseif maintainType = 0 then
Response.write "<tr><td colspan='"'2"">There are no users who are not administrators.</td>
</tr>"
isList = false
end if
%>
</select>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td colspan="2">&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="2" align="center">
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<%
if isList then
if maintainType <> 1 then
%>
<input type="submit" value="Add Administrator" style="border-color: whitesmoke; backgroun
d-color: lightsteelblue;
color: darkblue; font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color
='red';
this.style.cursor='hand';" onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';">&nbsp;
<%
else
%>
<input type="submit" value="Delete Administrator" style="border-color: whitesmoke; backgr
ound-color: lightsteelblue;
color: darkblue; font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color
='red';
this.style.cursor='hand';" onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';">
<%
end if
end if
%>
</td></tr>
</table>
</form>
</center>

•

</BODY>

</HTML>
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<%option explicit%>
d
'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/6/01
Jennifer Hood
Module Name: maintaincriteria.asp

Description: Allows the user to create, modify, or delete an criteria
Revisions:
'****************************************************************************
%>
d 'Include the database functions %>
<!-- #include file="dbFunctions.asp" -->
d 'Include the data validation functions%>
c!-- #include file="datavalidation.asp" -->

chtml>
chead>
ctitle>Nightout - Main Pagec/title>
clink rel="stylesheet" href="nightout.css" type="text/css">
d
'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
Dim activity
' the array of the activities chosen
' a counter variable
Dim i
' a SQL query
Dim sqlQuery
Dim rs
' the recordset variable
' the average price of a meal at a restaurant (a real number)
Dim averageMealPrice
' the hour the user wishes to dine at
Dim dinnerHour
' the number of zip codes the user is willing to travel
Dim zipcodesToTravel
' the price the user is willing to spend for tickets
Dim priceTickets
Dim movieHour
' the hour of the movie showing
' the movie to see
Dim movie
Dim maintainType
' whether to create a new night out or not, 1 = yes, 0 = no
Dim userName
' the user's name
Dim movieAMPM
' whether to see the movie in the AM or the PM
Dim dinnerAMPM
' whether to eat dinner in the AM or the PM
Dim genre
' the genre of the movie
' the type of restaurant
Dim typeRestaurant
special features of the restaurant
Dim specialFeatures
Dim mainMenu
whether the user just came from the main menu or not
Dim delete
' the id of the criteria to delete
' the id of the criteria to modify
Dim modify
' the id of the criteria to modify (used after modifications have
Dim id
been submitted)
' whether or not the delete was confirmed
Dim deleteconfirmed
'****************************************************************************
maintainType = Request.Querystring("maintainType")
userName = Request.Querystrinff("userName")
delete = Request.Querystring( delete")
modify = Request.Querystring("modify")
id = Request.Querystring("id")
if id .. "" then
id = modify
end if
activity = Request.Querystring("activity")
if Request.Form <> "" then
activity = Request. Form("activitr,")
averageMealPrice = Request.Form('averageMealPrice")
dinnerHour = Request.Form("dinnerHour")
zipcodesToTravel = Request.Form("zipcodesToTravel")
priceTickets = Request.Form("priceTickets")
movieHour = Request.Form("movieHour")
movie = Request.Form("movie")
movieAMPM = Request.Form("movieAMPM")
dinnerAMPM = Request.Form("dinnerAMPM")
genre = Request.Form("genre")
typeRestaurant = Request.Form("typeRestaurant")
specialFeatures = Request.Form("sP.ecialFeatures")
mainMenu = Request.Form("mainMenu')
deleteconfirmed = Request. Form("deleteconfirmed")
end if
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%>
</head>

<body>
<center>
<h3>Night0Ut</h3>
<form action="maintaincriteria.asp?maintainType=<%=maintainType%>&id=<%=id%>&delete=<%=delete%>&userName=
<%=userName%>"
method="post">
<input type="hidden" name="activity" value="<%=activity%>">
<%
if Request.Form = "" and maintainType = O then ' if the form is blank, display the select activities men
u
%>
<input type="hidden" name="mainMenu" value="l">
<center><h4>Plan a Night out:</h4></center>
<table align="center">
<tr valign="top"><td align="center">Select which activities to plan:</td></tr>
<tr><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr>
<td align="center">
<select name="activity" MULTIPLE size="2">
<option>Dinner</option>
<option>Movie</option>
</select>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td>&nbsp;</td></tr>
<tr>
<td align="center"><input type="submit" value="Begin Planning" style="border-color: whitesmoke; b
ackground-color:
li9htsteelblue; color: darkblue; font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="
th,s.style.color='red';
this.style.cursor='hand';" onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';"></td>
</tr>
</table>
<%
' we are modifying a Nightout
elseif Request.Form = "" and maintainType = 1 and modify = "" then
%>
<center><h4>Modify a Night out:</h4></center>
<%
set rs = extractcriteria(userName)

if rs.eof then
Response.write "<p align=""center"">There are no criteria sets to modify. create a <a
href=""maintaincriteria.asp?maintainType=O&userName=" & userName & """>criteria</a> now.</p><br>"
else
Response.write "<table><tr><td><Ul>"
do while not rs.eof
Response .write "<li><a href='"'maintaincriteria. asp?activity=Dinner, Movie&userNam
e=" & userName &
"&maintainType=l&modify=" & rs("id") & """>" & rs("creationoate") & "</a></li>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
Response.write "</Ul></td></tr></table>"
end if
closeRs(rs)
' we are deleting a Nightout
then
and maintainType = 2 and delete
�s�f Request.Form =
%>
<center><h4>Delete a Night out:</h4></center>
<%
set rs = extractcriteria(userName)
1111

-

1111

if rs.eof then
Response.write "<p align='"'center"">There are no criteria sets to delete. Return to the

<a
href=""mainMenu.asp?userName=" & userName & "'"'>main menu</a>.</p><br>"
else
Response.write "<table><tr><td><Ul>"
do while not rs.eof
Response.write 11 <li><a href=""maintaincriteria.asp?activity=Dinner, Movie&userNam
e=" & userName &
"&maintainType=2&delete=" & rs( 11 id") & """> 11 & rs("creationoate") & "</a></li>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
Response.write "</ul></td></tr></table>"
end if
closeRs(rs)
elseif Request.Form <>
or delete <> '"' or modify <> "" then ' the form was not blank
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if delete <> "" then
if deleteconfirmed = 1 then
if deletecriteria(delete) then

<%

end if

end if

<Seript language="Javascript">
location.href = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>";
</script>

%>
<center><h4>Delete a Night out:</h4></center>
<%
elseif modify <> 1111 then
%>
<center><h4>Modify a Night out:</h4></center>
<%
end if
1 validat
if (maintainType = 0 or (maintainType = 1 and modify = "")) and mainMenu <> 1 then
e the data
if isPrice(averageMealPrice) then
if isHour(dinnerHour 1 dinnerAMPM) then
if isPrice(priceTickets) then
if isHour(movieHour 1 movieAMPM) then
if isinteger(zipCodesToTravel)
1 convert the movie timethen
to military time
if movieHour <> "" then
if movi eAMPM = "PM" then
movieHour = movieHour + 12
end if
end if
' convert the dinner time to military time
if dinnerHour <> "" then
if dinnerAMPM = "PM" then
dinnerHour = dinnerHour + 12
end if
end if
if maintainType = 0 then
if addcriteriaToDB() then

%>

<script language="Javascript">
location.href="mainMenu.a

sp?userName=<%=userName%>";

</script>

<%

else

%>
sp?userName=<%=userName%>";
<%

else
zipcodes to travel must be
an integer.</p><br> 11

er.</p><br>"

else
else

end if

end if

end if

</script>

zipcodesToTravel = ""
Response.write "<p align=""center"">The number of

end if

else
else

end if

end if
if modifycriteria(id) then
<script language="Javascript">
location.href=11 mainMenu.a

end if

movieHour = ""
movieAMPM = ""

priceTickets = 111111
Response.write <p align=1111 center 1111 >The price must be a real numb

di nnerAMPM =
dinnerHour =

11 11
1111
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Response.Write "<p align=""center 1 ">The price must be a real number.</p><br>"
averageMea1 Price =
end if
elseif (maintainType = 2 and delete <> "") or (maintainType 1 and modify <> "") then
if maintainType = 2 then
set rs = extractcriteriaeyID(delete)
else
set rs = extractcriteriaeyID(modify)
end if
typeRestaurant = rs("tr,peOfRestaurantID")
averageMealPrice = rs( mealPrice")
dinnerHour = rs("dinnerHour")
special Features = rs("specia1 FeaturesID")
movie = rs("movieID")
priceTickets = rs("moviePrice")
movieHour = rs("movieHour")
genre = rs("genreID")
zipcodesToTravel = rs("distance")
closeRs(rs)
1111

-

1

if typeRestaurant <> -1 then
set rs = extractTypeofRestaurantByID(typeRestaurant)
typeRestaurant = rs("type")
closeRs(rs)
end if

if specialFeatures <> -1 then
set rs = extractspecialFeaturesByID(specialFeatures)
special Features = rs("special FeaturesName")
closeRs(rs)
end if

%>

end if

<%
%>

td></tr>
<%

if genre <> -1 then
Set rs = extractGenreeyID(genre)
genre = rs("genreName")
closeRs(rs)
end if
<table border="O" align="center">

activity = split(activity 1 1
for i = O to ubound(activity)
if activity(i) = "Dinner" then
11

")

' Dinner was an option

<tr valign="bottom"><td colspan="3" align="center"><hr color="#OObbff"></
<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">TYPe of Restaurant:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><td>
set rs = extractTypeOfRestaurant

%>

<select name="typeRestaurant">
<Option></option>

<%

do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option"
if rs("type") = typeRestaurant then
Response.write " SELECTED"
end if
Response.write ">" & rs("type") & "</option>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRS(rs)

%>

</tr>

</select>
</td>

<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">Average Meal Price:</td><td>S</td><td><input ty
pe="text"
name="averageMealPrice" value="<:%if averageMealPrice <> -1 then Response.write averageMealPrice end if%>"
></td>
</tr>
<%
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' Determine the exact dinner hour, AM or PM
if dinnerHour <> "" then
if dinnerHour >= 12 then
dinnerHour = dinnerHour - 12
di nnerAMPM = "PM"
elseif dinnerHour < 12 and dinnerHour > -1 then
dinnerAMPM = "AM"
end if
end if

%>

<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">Desired Hour to Eat:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><td><in

put tr,pe="text"
name.. 'dinnerHour" size="2" maxlength="2" value="<%if dinnerHour <> -1 then Response.write dinnerHour end
if%>">&nbsp;
<input type="radio" name="dinnerAMPM" <%if dinnerAMPM = "AM" then
%>CHECKED<%end if%>
value="AM">AM&nbsp;
<input type="radio" name="dinnerAMPM" <%if dinnerAMPM "PM" then
%>CHECKED<%end if%>
value="PM">PM
</td>
</tr>

-

<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">Special Features Desired:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><t

d>

<select name="specialFeatures">
<option></option>

<%

n>

set rs = extractSpecialFeatures()

do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option"
if specialFeatures = rs("specialFeaturesName") then
Response.write " SELECTED"
end if
Response.write ">" & rs("specialFeaturesName") & "</optio

"

rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRS(rs)

%>
<%
%>

td></tr>
<%

</tr>

</select>
</td>

end if
if activity(i) = "Movie" then

' Movie was an option

<tr valign="bottom"><td colspan="3" align="center"><hr color="#OObbff"></
<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">Movie to see:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><td>
<select>
<option>No Preference</option>
set rs = extractMovies()

do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option"
if movie = rs("movieName") then
Response.write " SELECTED"
end if
Response.write ">" & rs("movieName") & "</option>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRS(rs)

%>
</tr>

</td>

</select>

<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">Price to spend for Tickets:</td><td>S</td><td><
input type="text"
name="priceTickets" value="<%if priceTickets <> -1 then Response.write priceTickets end if%>"></td>
</tr>
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<%

' Determine the exact dinner hour, AM or PM
if movieHour <> "" then
if movieHour >= 12 then
movieHour = movieHour - 12
movieAMPM = "PM"
elseif movieHour < 12 and movieHour > -1 then
movieAMPM = "AM"
end if
end if

%>

<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">Desired Hour to see Movie:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><

td>

<input type="text" maxlength="2" size="2" name="movieHour" value=
"<%if movieHour <> -1 then
Response.write movieHour end if%>">&nbsp;&nbsp;
<input type="radio" name="movieAMPM" <%if movieAMPM "AM" then%>
CHECKED<%end if%>
value="AM">AM&nbsp;
<input type="radio" name="movieAMPM" <%if movieAMPM "PM" then%>
CHECKED<%end if%>
value="PM">PM
</td>
</tr>
C

<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">Genre:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><td>
<select name="genre">
<Option></option>

<%

set rs = extractGenres()

do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option"
if genre = rs("genreName") then
Response.write " SELECTED"
end if
Response.write ">" & rs("genreName") & "</option>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRS(rs)

%>
<%

</tr>

next

</td>

</select>

end if ' end if activity(i)

movie or dinner

%>
<tr valign="bottom"><td colspan="3" align="center"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
either dinner or a movie

<!-- criteria for

-->

<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">Number of Zipcodes<br>Willing to Travel:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><td><input type="te
xt" name="zipCodesToTravel"
value="<%if zipcodesToTravel <> -1 then Response.write zipcodesToTravel end if%>" size="2" maxlength="2">
</td>
</tr>

<tr valign="bottom"><td colspan="3" align="center"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr>
<td colspan•"3" align="center">
<%
if delete = "" then
%>
<input type="submit" value="Submit" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: li
ghtsteelblue; color:
darkblue; font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red';
this.style.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout•"this.style.color•'darkblue';" id=submitl name=submitl>&nbsp;
<input type="reset" value="Clear" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: ligh
tsteelblue; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';" id=resetl name=resetl>
<%
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else
%>

<input type="hidden" value="l" name="deleteconfirmed">
<input type="submit" value="Confirm Delete" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-c
olor: lightsteelblue; color:
darkblue; font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red';
this.style.cursor=' hand' ; "
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';">&nbsp;
<%
end if
%>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<%
""
end if ' end if request.form
%>
</form>
</center>
</body>
</html>

.
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<%option explicit%>
<%
'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/6/01

Jennifer Hood

Module Name: maintainitinerary.asp

Description: Allows the user to create, modify, or delete an itinerary
Revisions:
****************************************************************************
'
%>
<% 'Include the database functions %>
<!-- #include file="dbFunctions.asp" -->
<% 'Include the data validation functions%>
<!-- #include file="datavalidation.asp" -->

<html>
<head>
<title>Nightout - Main Page</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="nightout.css" type="text/css">
<%
'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
' a counter variable
Dim i
Dim sqlQuery
' a SQL query
' the recordset variable
Dim rs
' the average price of a meal at a restaurant (a real number)
Dim averageMealPrice
' the hour the user wishes to dine at
Dim dinnerHour
Dim zipcodesToTravel
' the number of zip codes the user is willing to travel
' the price the user is willing to spend for tickets
Dim priceTickets
Dim movieHour
' the hour of the movie showing
Dim movie
' the movie to see
' whether to create a new night out or not, 1 = yes, 0 = no
Dim maintainType
' the user's name
Dim userName
Dim movieAMPM
' whether to see the movie in the AM or the PM
Dim dinnerAMPM
' whether to eat dinner in the AM or the PM
Dim genre
' the genre of the movie
' the type of restaurant
Dim typeRestaurant
Dim specialFeatures
' special features of the restaurant
Dim mainMenu
' whether the user just came from the main menu or not
' the id of the criteria to delete
Dim delete
' the id of the criteria to modify
Dim modify
' the id of the criteria to modify (used after modifications have
Dim id
been submitted)
' whether or not the delete was confirmed
Dim deleteconfirmed
'****************************************************************************
maintainType = Request.Querystring("maintainType")
userName .. Request.Querystrin�("userName")
delete = Request.Querystring( delete")
modify = Request.Querystring("modify")
id = Request.Querystring("id")
if Request.Form <> "" then
averageMealPrice = Request.Form("averageMealPrice")
dinnerHour = Request.Form("dinnerHour")
zipcodesToTravel = Request.Form("zipcodesToTravel")
priceTickets .. Request.Form("priceTickets")
movieHour = Request.Form("movieHour")
movie = Request.Form("movie")
movieAMPM = Request.Form("movieAMPM")
dinnerAMPM = Request.Form("dinnerAMPM")
genre = Request.Form("genre")
typeRestaurant = Request.Form("typeRestaurant")
specialFeatures = Request. Form("sP.ecialFeatures")
mainMenu .. Request.Form("mainMenu')
deleteconfirmed = Request.Form("deleteconfirmed")
end if
%>
<style type.."text/css">
b
{

color: yellow;
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<body>
<center>
<h3>Night0Ut</h3>
<%
if maintainType = 0 then
' we are modifying a Nightout
%>
<Center><h4>Create an Itinerary for a Night Out:</h4></center>
<%
if Request.Form = "" then
' chose the criteria set
if modify = "" then
set rs = extractcriteria(userName)
if rs.eof then
Response.write "<p align=""center"">There are no criteria sets from which
to create an itinerary.
create a <a href=""maintaincriteria.asp?maintainType=O&userName=" & userName & """>criteria set</a> now.<
/p><br>"
else
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<a href=""maintainitinerary.asp?userName=" & user
Name &
"&maintainType=O&modify=" & rs("id") & """>" & rs("creationDate") & "</a><br>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
end if
closeRs(rs)
else
' Populate the grid to ensure that this is the criteria for the itinerary to crea
te
set rs = extractcriteriaByID(modify)
typeRestaurant = rs("tr,peOfRestaurantID")
averageMealPrice = rs('mealPrice")
dinnerHour = rs("dinnerHour")
specialFeatures = rs("specialFeaturesID")
movie = rs("movieID")
priceTickets = rs("moviePrice")
movieHour = rs("movieHour")
genre = rs("genreID")
zipcodesToTravel = rs("distance")
closeRs(rs)
if typeRestaurant <> -1 then
set rs = extractTypeOfRestaurantByID(typeRestaurant)
typeRestaurant = rs("type")
closeRs(rs)
end if

if specialFeatures <> -1 then
set rs = extractspecialFeaturesByID(specialFeatures)
specialFeatures = rs("specialFeaturesName")
closeRs(rs)
end if
if genre <> -1 then
set rs = extractGenreByID(genre)
genre = rs("genreName")
closeRs(rs)
end if

if typeRestaurant = -1 then
typeRestaurant = "No criteria selected"
else
typeRestaurant = "<b>" & typeRestaurant & "</b>"
end if
if averageMealPrice = -1 then
averageMealPrice = "No criteria selected"
else
averageMealPrice = "<b>S</b> " & averageMealPrice
averageMealPrice = "<b>" & averageMealPrice & "</b>"
end if
if dinnerHour = -1 then
dinnerHour = ' "'
else
' Determine the exact dinner hour, AM or PM
if dinnerHour > 12 then
dinnerHour = dinnerHour - 12
dinnerAMPM = "PM"
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dinnerAMPM .. "AM"

end if
dinnerHour = "<b>" & dinnerHour & "</b>"

end if
if specialFeatures = -1 then
specialFeatures = "No criteria selected"
else
specialFeatures = "<b>" & specialFeatures & "</b>"
end if
if movie = -1 then
movie = "No criteria selected"
else
movie = "<b>" & movie & "</b>"
end if
if priceTickets = -1 then
priceTickets = "No criteria selected"
else
priceTickets "<b>S</b> " & priceTickets
priceTickets "<b>" & priceTickets & "</b>"
end if
if movieHour = -1 then
movieHour = "No criteria selected"
else
' Determine the exact dinner hour, AM or PM
if movieHour > 12 then
movieHour = movieHour - 12
movieAMPM = "PM"
else
movieAMPM = "AM"
end if

-

else

)

movieHour = "<b>" & movieHour & "</b>"
end if
if genre = -1 then
genre = "No criteria selected"
else
genre = "<b>" & genre & "</b>"
end if
if zipcodesToTravel = -1 then
zipcodesToTravel = "No criteria selected"
else
zipcodesToTravel = "<b>" & zipcodesToTravel & "</b>"
end if

end if
' create the itinerary
set rs = selectRestaurants(id)
if not rs.eof then
Response.write "<h4><U>Potential Restaurants</U></h4>"
Response.write "<table>"
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<tr>"
Response.write "<td>"
Response.write rs("name") & "<BR>"
Response.write "&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;" & rs("location") & " " & rs("zipcode"
Response.write "</td>"
Response.write "</tr>"
rs.MoveNext

else

loop
Response.write "</table>"

Response.write "<p ali gn='"'center'"'>NO restaurants match the criteria.</p>"
end if
closeRs(rs)

)

Response.write "<hr color=""#OObbff"">"
set rs = selectMovies(id)
if not rs.eof then
Response.write "<h4><U>Potential Movies</U></h4>"
Response.write "<table>"
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<tr>"
Response.write "<td>"
Response.write rs("name") & "<BR>"
Response.write "&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;" & rs("location") & " " & rs("zipcode"
Response.write "</td>"
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Response.write "</tr>"
rs.MoveNext

else

end if

end if

Response.write "<p align=""center"">No movies match the criteria.</p>"

closeRs(rs)

%>
<%

loop
Response.write "</table>"

<hr color="#OObbff">
<a href="mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>">Return to the main menu</a>
end if

if modify <> "" and maintainType <> 1 then
%>
<form action="maintainitinerary.asp?maintainType=<%=maintainType%>&id=<%=modify%>&delete=<%=delete%>&user
Name=<%=userName%>"
method="post">
<table border="O" align="center">
<tr valign="bottom"><td colspan="3" align="center"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr valign="bottom"><td align="right">Type of Restaurant:</td><td><%=typeRestaurant%></td></tr>
<tr valign="bottom"><td align="right">Average Meal Price:</td><td><%=averageMealPrice%></td></tr>
<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">Desired Hour to Eat:</td><td><%=dinnerHour%>&nbsp;
<%if dinnerAMPM = "AM" then%>
<b>AM</b>
<%elseif dinnerAMPM = "PM" then%>
<b>PM</b>
<%end if%>
</tr>

<ltd>

<tr valign="bottom"><td align="right">Special Features Desired:</td><td><%=special Features%></td></tr>
<tr valign="bottom"><td colspan="3" align="center"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr valign="bottom"><td align="right">Movie to See:</td><td><%=movie%></td></tr>
<tr valign="bottom"><td align="right">Price to spend for Tickets:</td><td><%=priceTickets%></td></tr>

<tr valign="bottom">
<td align="right">Desired Hour to Eat:</td><td><%=movieHour%>&nbsp;
<%if movieAMPM = "AM" then%>
<b>AM</b>
<%elseif movieAMPM = "PM" then%>
<b>PM</b>
<%end if%>
</tr>

<ltd>

<tr valign="bottom"><td align="right">Genre:</td><td><%=genre%></td></tr>
<tr valign="bottom"><td colspan="3" align="center"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
either dinner or a movie

<!-- criteria for

-->

<tr valign="bottom"><td align="right">Number of zipcodes<br>Wi11ing to Travel:</td><td><%=zipcodesToTrave
1%></td></tr>
<tr valign="bottom"><td colspan="3" align="center"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="3" align="center">
<%
if delete = '"' then
%>
<input type="submit" value="Create Itinerary" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background
-color: lightsteelblue;
color: darkblue; font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color
='red';
this.style.cursor='hand';" onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';" id=submitl name=submitl>&nbsp;
<%
else
%>
<input type="hidden" value="l" name="deleteconfirmed">
<input type="submit" value="Confirm Delete" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-c
J
olor: lightsteelblue; color:
darkblue; font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red';
this.style.cursor='hand'·"
onMouseout="this.style.co1or='darkblue';">&nbsp;
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<%
end if
%>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</form>
<%
end if
%>
</center>
</body>
</html>
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<%option explicit%>
<%
'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/13/01
Jennifer Hood
Module Name: maintainMovies.asp

Description: Allows administrators to add, modify, and delete movies
from the database

Revisions:
****************************************************************************
'
%>
<% 'Include the database functions %>
c!-- #include file="dbFunctions.asp" -->
<% ' Include the data validation functions %>
<!-- #include file="datavalidation.asp" -->
<html>
<head>
ctitle>Nightout - Maintain Moviesc/title>
clink rel="stylesheet" href="nightout.css" type="text/css">
<%
'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
Dim rs
' the recordset for the database
' the SQL query string
Dim sqlQuery
' the user's username
Dim userName
' 0 = add a movie, 1 = modify a movie, 2 = delete a movie
Dim maintainType
Dim theatreName
' the name of the movie theatre the movie is showing at
Dim movieName
' the name of the movie
' when the movie starts
Dim moviestarts
' the ratin9 for the movie (G, PG, etc)
Dim rating
Dim genre
' the movie s genre
Dim startsAMPM
' whether or not the movie started in the AM or the PM
Dim modifyID
' which movie is beina modified or deleted
'****************************************************************************
userName = Request.Querystring("userName")
maintainType = Request.Querystring("maintainType")
modifyID = Request.Querystring("modifyID")
if Request.Form <> "" then
theatreName = Request.Form("theatreName")
movieName = Request.Form("movieName")
moviestarts = Request.Form("moviestarts")
rating = Request.Form("rating")
genre = Request.Form("genre")
startsAMPM = Request.Form("startsAMPM")
end if
%>
</head>

cbody>
<center>
<h3>Night0Ut</h3>
<%
' Display Adding Movie info
if maintainType = 0 then
%>
ch4>Add a Movie</h4>
<%
if Request.Form <> "" then
' we have submitted a new movie for validation
if maintainMoviesFormFilled then
if isHour(moviestarts, startsAMPM) then
if startsAMPM = "PM" then
moviestarts = moviestarts + 12
end if
if addMovie then
%>
<script language=" Javascript">
location.href = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>";
</script>
<%
else
Response.write "<p align=""center'"'>There was an error adding the
movie.</p><br>"
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end if

end if
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moviestarts = ""
startsAMPM = ""

end if
' Display the Modifying Movie info
elseif maintainType = 1 then
%>
<h4>Modify a Movie</h4>
<%
if Request.Form = "" and modifyID = "" then
set rs = extractMovies()
if rs.eof then
Response.write "<p align='"'center"">There are no movies to modify. <a
href=""maintainMovies.asp?maintainType=O&userName=" & userName & """>Add</a> a movie now.</p>"
else
%>

<table>
<tr>
<td>
<Ul>

<%

do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<li><a href=""maintainMovies.asp?userName=" & userName &

"&maintainType=" &
maintainType & "&modifyID=" & rs("id") & """>" & rs("movieName") & "</a><br>"
Response.write "&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Rating: " & rs("ratingName") & ", Genre
: " & rs("genreName") &
"</li>"
rs.MoveNext
loop

%>

<%

</ul>
</td>
</tr>
</table>

end if
closeRs(rs)
elseif Request.Form = "" and modifyID <> "" then
set rs = extractMovieByID(modifyID)
if not rs.eof then
theatreName = rs("name")
movieName = rs("movieName")
moviestarts = rs("moviestart")
rating = rs("ratingName")
genre = rs("genreName")
closeRs(rs)
end if

..

if moviestarts > 12 then
moviestarts = moviestarts
- 12
startsAMPM = PM11
else
startsAMPM = "AM"
end if
elseif Request.Form <> "" then ' we are validating the info now
if maintainMoviesFormFilled then
if isHour(moviestarts, startsAMPM) then
if startsAMPM = "PM" then
moviestarts = moviestarts + 12
end if
if modifyMovie(modifyID) then
11

%>

<%

else

movie.</P><br>"

end if

else
end if

end if

end if

<script language="Javascript">
location.href = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>";
</script>
Response.write "<p align=""center"">There was an error adding the

moviestarts = ""
startsAMPM = ""
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elseif maintainType = 2 then
' Display the Deleting Movie info
%>
<h4>Delete a Movie</h4>
�
if Request.Form = "" and modifyID = "" then
set rs = extractMovies()
if rs.eof then
Response.write "<p align=""center"">There are no movies to delete. Return to the
<a
href=""mainMenu.asp?userName=" & userName & """>main menu</a> now.</p>"
else
%>
<table>
<tr>
<td>
<Ul>
<%
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<li><a href=""maintainMovies.asp?userName=" & userName &
"&maintainType=" &
maintainType & "&modifyID=" & rs("id")& "'"'>" & rs("movieName")& "</a><br>"
Response.write "&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Rating: " & rs("ratingName")& ", Genre
: " & rs("genreName")&
"</1 i>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
%>
</uh
</td>
</tr>
</table>
�
end if
closeRs(rs)
elseif Request.Form = "" and modifyID <> "" then
set rs = extractMovieByID(modifyID)
if not rs.eof then
theatreName = rs("name")
movieName = rs("movieName")
moviestarts = rs("moviestart")
rating = rs("ratingName")
genre = rs("genreName")
closeRs(rs)
end if

%>

if moviestarts > 12 then
moviestarts = moviestarts - 12
startsAMPM = "PM"
else
startsAMPM = "AM"
end if
elseif Request.Form <> "" then ' we are deleting the info now
if deleteMovie(modifyID)then

�

else

>"

end if

end if

end if

<script language="Javascript">
location.href = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>";
</script>
Response.write "<p align=""center"">There was an error deleting the movie.</p><br

-

if maintainType = 0 or (maintainType = 1 and modifyID <> "")or (maintainType
n
set rs = extractMovieTheatres()
if not rs.eof then
%>

2 and modifyID <> "")the

<!-- Display the Maintain Movies form -->
<form name="maintainMovie"
action="maintainMovies.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=<%=maintainType%>&modifyID=<%=modifyID%>"
method="post">
<table>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Name of Movie Theatre</b>:</td>
<td>
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<select name="theatreName">
<option></option>
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option"
if theatreName = rs("name") then
Response.write " SELECTED"
end if
Response.write ">" & rs("name") & "</option>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRs(rs)

</select>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Name of Movie</b>:</td><td><input type="
text" name="movieName"
value="<%=movieName%>"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Hour Movie Starts</b>:</td>
<td>
<input type="text" maxlength="2" size="2" name="moviestarts" value.."<%=moviestarts%>">&nb
sp;&nbsp;
<input type="radio" name="startsAMPM" <%if startsAMPM "AM" then%>CHECKED<%end if%> valu
e="AM">AM&nbsp;
<input type="radio" name="startsAMPM" <%if startsAMPM "PM" then%>CHECKED<%end if%> valu
e="PM">PM
</td>
</tr>

<%

%>

<%

%>

<tr><td align="center" colspan="2"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Rating</b>:</td>
<td>
<select name="rating">
<Option></option>
set rs = extractRatings
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option"
if rating = rs("ratingName") then
Response.write " SELECTED"
end if
Response.write ">" & rs("ratingName") & "</option>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRs(rs)
</select>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Genre</b>:</td>
<td>
<select name="genre">
<option></option>
Set rs = extractGenres
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option"
if genre = rs("genreName") then
Response.write " SELECTED"
end if
Response.write ">" & rs("genreName") & "</option>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRs(rs)

</select>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td align="center" colspan="2"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="center" colspan="2">

<%
if maintainType <> 2 then
%>
<input type="submit" value="Submit" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: li
ghtsteelblue; color:
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darkblue; font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red';
this.style.cursor='hand'·"
onMouseout="this.style.coior='darkblue';">&nbsp;
<input type="reset" value="Clear" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: ligh
tsteelblue; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand•;"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';">
<%
else
%>

<input type="submit" value="Delete" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: li
ghtsteelblue; color:
darkblue; font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red';
this.style.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color•'darkblue';">
<%
end if
%>
</td></tr>
</table>
</form>
<%
else
Response.write "<p align=""justify"">There are no movie theatres in the database. <a
href=""maintainMovieTheatres.asp?userName=" & userName & "&maintainType=O"">Enter</a> one before continui
ng.</p><br>"
end if
end if
%>
</center>
</BODY>
</HTML>

r
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<%option explicit%>
<%
'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/13/01
Jennifer Hood

Module Name: maintainMovies.asp

Description: Allows administrators to add, modify, and delete movies
from the database
Revisions:
****************************************************************************
'
%>
<% 'Include the database functions %>
c!-- #include file="dbFunctions.asp" -->

<% 'Include the data validation functions %>
<!-- #include file="datavalidation.asp" -->
<html>
<head>
<title>Nightout - Maintain Movie Theatres</title>
clink rel="stylesheet" href,."nightout.css" type="text/css">
<%
'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
Dim rs
' the recordset for the database
Dim sqlQuery
' the SQL query string
Dim userName
the user's username
' 0 = add a movie theatre, 1 = modify a movie theatre, 2
Dim maintainType
theatre
Dim name
' the name of the movie
Dim location
' the address of the movie
Dim zipcode
' the zip code of the movie
Dim childPrice
' the price of a child's plate
Dim studentPrice
' if there is a special student price, that price
Dim regularPrice
' the price for a standard adult
Dim specialPrice
' Any special price that is available
Dim modifyID
' the id of the listino to modify
****************************************************************************
'
userName = Request.Querystring("userName")
maintainType = Request.Querystring("maintainType")
modifyID = Request.Querystring("modifyID")
if Request.Form <> "" then
name = Request.Form("name")
location = Request.Form("location")
zipcode = Request.Form("ziP,Code")
childPrice = Request.Form('childPrice")
studentPrice = Request.Form("studentPrice")
regularPrice = Request.Form("regularPrice")
specialPrice = Request.Form("specialPrice")
end if
%>
</head>

delete a movie

cbody>
ccenter>
<h3>Night0Ut</h3>
<%
' Display Adding Movie Theatre info
if maintainType = 0 then
%>
ch4>Add a Movie Theatre</h4>
<%
' we have submitted a new movie theatre for validation
if Request.Form <> "" then
if maintainMovieTheatresFormFilled then
if validatezipcode(zipcode) then
if isPrice(regularPrice) then
if addMovieTheatre then
%>
<Seript language="Javascript">
location.href = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userNam
e%>";
</script>
<%
else
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Response.write "<p align='"'center"">There was an error ad

ding the movie
theatre.</p><br>"

else

real number.</P><br>"
else

end if

end if
end if
elseif maintainType = 1 then

end if

zipcode

%>

end if

Response.write "<p align=""center"">You must enter the price as a
regularPrice = ""

....

' Display the Modifying Movie Theatre info

<h4>Modify a Movie Theatre</h4>
d
if Request.Form = "" and modifyID = "" then
set rs = extractMovieTheatres()
if rs.eof then
Response.write "<p align=""center"">There are no movie theatres to modify. <a
href=""maintainMovieTheatres.asp?maintainType=O&userName=" & userName & """>Add</a> a movie now.</p>"
else

%>

<table>
<tr>
<td>
<Ul>

do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<li><a href=""maintainMovieTheatres.asp?userName=" & user
Name & "&maintainType=" &
maintainType & "&modifyID=" & rs("id") & """>" & rs("name") & </a><br>"
Response.write "&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;" & rs("location") & "</li>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
11

%>

d

%>

</ul>
</td>
</tr>
</table>

end if
closeRs(rs)
elseif Request.Form = "" and modifyID <> "" then
set rs = extractMovieTheatreByID(modifyID)
if not rs.eof then
name = rs("name")
location = rs("location")
zipCode • rs("ziRcode")
childPrice = rs( 'childPrice")
studentPrice = rs("studentPrice")
regularPrice = rs("regularPrice")
specialPrice = rs("specialPrice")
closeRs(rs)
end if
elseif Request.Form <> "" then ' we are validating the info now
if maintainMovieTheatresFormFilled then
if validatezipcode(zipcode) then
if isPrice(regularPrice) then
if modifyMovieTheatre(modifyID) then

<script language="Javascript">
location.href = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userNam

e%>":
d

else

difying the movie
theatre.</P><br>"

else

real number.</P><br>"
else

end if

</script>

Response.write "<p align=""center"">There was an error mo

end if

Response.write "<p align=""center"">You must enter the price as a
regularPrice = ""
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end if
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end if
elseif maintainType = 2 then
' Display the Deleting Movie Theatre info
%>
<h4>Delete a Movie Theatre</h4>
d
if Request.Form = "" and modifyID = "" then
set rs = extractMovieTheatres()
if rs.eof then
Response.write "<p align='"'center"">There are no movie theatres to delete. Retur
n to the <a
href=""mainMenu.asp?userName=" & userName & """>main menu</a> now.</p>"
else
%>

<table>
<tr>
<td>
<Ul>

d

do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<li><a href=""maintainMovieTheatres.asp?userName=" & user
Name & "&maintainType=" &
maintainType & "&modifyID=" & rs("id")& """>" & rs("name")& "</a><br>"
Response.write "&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;" & rs("location") & "</li>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
%>
</Ul>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<%
end if
closeRs(rs)
elseif Request.Form = "" and modifyID <> "" then
set rs = extractMovieTheatreByID(modifyID)
if not rs.eof then
name = rs("name")
location = rs("location")
zipcode = rs("ziRcode")
childPrice = rs('childPrice")
studentPrice = rs("studentPrice")
regularPrice = rs("regularPrice")
specialPrice = rs("specialPrice")
closeRs(rs)
end if
elseif Request.Form <> "" then ' we are deleting the info now
if deleteMovieTheatre(modifyID) then
%>
<script 1 anguage=" Javascript">
location.href = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>";
</script>
d

.</P><br>"
end if

end if

else

end if

Response.write "<p align=""center"">There was an error deleting the movie theatre

if maintainType = 0 or (maintainType
n
%>

1 and modifyID <> "")or (maintainType

<!-- Displar, the Maintain Movie Theatres form -->
<form name='maintainMovieTheatre"

2 and modifyID <> "")the

action="maintainMovieTheatres.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=<%=maintainType%>&modifyID=<%=modif

yID%>" method="post">
<table>
<tr><td align="center" colspan="3"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Name of Movie Theatre</b>:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><t
d><inout
tvpe="text"
name=r. name1' value="<%=name%>"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><b>Address of Movie Theatre</b>:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><td><input type="text" name="lo
cation"
value="<%=location%>"></td>
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<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Zip code of Movie Theatre</b>:</td><td>&nbsp;</t
d><td><input type="text"
name="zipcode" value="<%z.zipcode%>" size="S" maxlength="lO"></td>

<tr><td align="center" colspan="3"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><b>Child Price</b>:</td><td>S</td><td><input type="text" name="childPrice" value="<
%=childPrice%>"><7td>
<tr><td align="right"><b>Student Price</b>:</td><td>S</td><td><input type="text" name="studentPrice" valu
e="<%=studentPrice%>"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Regular Price</b>:</td><td>S</td><td><input type
="text" name="regularPri ce"
value="<%=regularPrice%>"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><b>Special Price</b>:</td><td>S</td><td><input type="text" name="specialPrice" valu
e="<%=specia1Price%>"></td>

..

<tr><td align="center" colspan="3"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="center" colspan="3">
<%
if maintainType <> 2 then
%>
<input type="submit" value="Submit" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: lightsteel
blue; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';" id=submitl name=submitl>&nbsp;
<input type="reset" value="Clear" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: lightsteelbl
ue; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';">
<%
else
%>
<input type="submit" value="Delete" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: lightsteel
blue; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';">
<%
end if
%>
</td></tr>
</table>
</form>
</center>
<%
end if
%>
</BODY>

</HTML>
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<%option explicit%>
<%
'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/12/01
Jennifer Hood

Module Name: maintainRestaurants.asp

Description: Allows administrators to add, modify, and delete restaurants
from the database
Revisions:
****************************************************************************
'
%>
<% 'Include the database functions %>
<!-- #include file=11 dbFunctions.asp11 -->

<% 'Include the data validation functions %>
<!-- #include file= 11 datavalidation.asp11 -->
<html>
<head>
<title>Nightout
- Maintain Restaurants</title>
<link rel=11 stylesheet 11 href= 11 nightout.css 11 type= 11 text/css 11 >
<%
'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
Dim rs
' the recordset for the database
' the SQL query string
Dim sqlQuery
Dim userName
' the user's username
' 0 = add a restaurant, 1 = modify a restaurant, 2 = delete a restaurant
Dim maintainType
Dim name
' the name of the restaurant
' the address of the restaurant
Dim location
Dim zipcode
' the zip code of the restaurant
Dim childPrice
' the price of a child's plate
if there is a special student price, that price
Dim studentPrice
' the price for a standard adult
Dim regularPrice
' Any special price that is available
Dim specialPrice
' when the restaurant opens
Dim restaurantopen
Dim rating
' the rating for the restaurant out of 5
Dim typeOfRestaurant
' the type of restaurant that this one is
Dim averagewait
' the average amount of time a person has to wait to get their food, in m
inutes
Dim specialFeatures
' the type of special features available to the restaurant, if any
Dim openAMPM
' whether or not the restaurant opened in the AM or the PM
Dim modifyID
' the id of the restaurant to modify
'****************************************************************************
11
11
userName = Request.Querystring( userName
11
11
maintainType
maintainType = Request.Querystring(
modifyID = Request.Querystring(11 modifyID 11
)

)

)

if Request.Form <> 1111 then 11
name = Request.Form( name11 11
location = Request.Form( location 11
11
restaurantopen = Request.Form(11restaurantopen
11
11
typeOfRestaurant = Request.Form(
typeOfRestaurant
zipcode = Request.Form(11 ziP,Code 11
childPrice = Request.Form('childPrice 11
studentPrice = Request.Form(1111studentPrice 1111
regularPrice = Request.Form(11 regularPrice 11
specialPrice = Request.Form(
specialPrice
11
averagewait = Request.Form(11 averagewait
11
11
specialFeatures = Request.Form(
specialFeatures
11
rating = Request.Form(11rating
openAMPM = Request.Form(11 openAMPM 11
end if
%>
</head>
)

)

)

)

)

)

)
)
)

)

)

)

)

<body>
<center>
<h3>Night0Ut</h3>
<%
if maintainType = 0 then
%>
<h4>Add a Restaurant</h4>
<%

' Display Adding Restaurant info
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if Request.Form <> "" then
' we have submitted a new restaurant for validation
if maintainRestaurantsFormFilled then
if validatezipcode(zipcode) then
if isHour(restaurantopen, openAMPM) then
if openAMPM = "PM" then ' modify the time to military time
restaurantopen = restaurantopen + 12
end if
if isPrice(regularPrice) then
if isRating(rating) then
if isinteger(averagewait) then
if addRestaurant then

<script language="Javascript">
location.href =

"mainMenu.asp?userName=<%,,.userName%>";
<%

else

"">There was an error adding
the restaurant.</p><br>"

else
else

ice as a real
number.</p><br>"
else
else
end if

end if

end if
zipcode

end if

end if

Response.write "<p align=""center

end if

else

verage wait must be entered
as an integer.</p><br>"

</script>

Response.write "<p align=""center'"'>The a

end if
rating

Response.write "<p align=""center"">You must enter the pr
regul arPri ce

-....

restaurantOP,en
openAMPM = '"

end if
' Display the Modifying Restaurant info
elseif maintainType = 1 then
%>
<h4>Modify a Restaurant</h4>
<%
if Request.Form = "" and modifyID = "" then
set rs = extractRestaurants()
if rs.eof then
Response.write "<p align='"'center"">There are no restaurants to modify. <a
href='"'maintainRestaurants.asp?maintainType=O&userName=" & userName & "'"'>Add</a> a movie now.</p>"
else

<%

<table>
<tr>
<td>
<Ul>

do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<li><a href=""maintainRestaurants.asp?userName=" & userNa

me & "&maintainType=" &
maintainType & "&modifyID=" & rs("id") & """>" & rs("name") & "</a><br>"
Response.write "&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;" & rs("location") & "</li>"
rs.MoveNext
loop

%>

<%

</Ul>
</td>
</tr>
</table>

end if
closeRs(rs)
elseif Request.Form = "" and modifyID <> "" then
set rs = extractRestaurantByID(modifyID)
name = rs("name")
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location = rs("location")
zipcode = rs("zipcode")
restaurantopen = rs("restaurantHours")
childPrice = rs("childPrice")
studentPrice = rs("studentPrice")
regularPrice = rs("regularPrice")
specialPrice = rs("specialPrice")
rating = rs("rating")
averagewait = rs("averagewait")
typeOfRestaurant = rs("typeRestaurantID")
specialFeatures = rs("specialFeaturesID")
closeRs(rs)

if restaurantopen <> '"' then
if restaurantopen > 12 then
' return time back to normal time
restaurantOP,en = restaurantopen - 12
openAMPM = 'PM"
else
openAMPM = "AM"
end if
end if

if typeOfRestaurant <> 0 then
set rs = extractTypeOfRestaurantByID(typeOfRestaurant)
typeofRestaurant = rs("type")
closeRs(rs)
end if
if specialFeatures <> 0 then
set rs = extractspecialFeaturesByID(specialFeatures)
specialFeatures = rs("specialFeaturesName")
closeRs(rs)
else
specialFeatures = "No special Features Available"
end if
elseif Request.Form <> "" then ' we are validating the info now
if maintainRestaurantsFormFilled then
if validatezipcode(zipcode) then
if isHour(restaurantopen, openAMPM) then
if isPrice(regularPrice) then
if isRating(rating) then
if isinteger(averagewait) then
if openAMPM = "PM" then ' modify the time
to military time
restaurantopen = restaurantopen +
12
end if
if modifyRestaurant(modifyID) then
%>
<Seript language=" Javascri pt">
location.href =
"mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>";
</script>
<%
else
Response.write "<p align=""center
"">There was an error
modifying the restaurant.</p><br>"
end if
else
Response.write "<p align=""center"">The a
verage wait must be entered
as an integer.</p><br>"
end if
else
rating
end if
else
Response.write "<p align=""center"">You must enter the pr
ice as a real
number.</P><br>"
regularPrice
end if
else
restaurantOP,en
openAMPM = '"
end if
else
zipcode
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end if

end if
end if
elseif maintainType = 2 then
' Display the Deleting Restaurant info
%>
<h4>Delete a Restaurant</h4>
�
if Request.Form = "" and modifyID = "" then
set rs = extractRestaurants()
if rs.eof then
Response.write "<p align=""center"">There are no restaurants to delete. Return t
o the <a
href='"'mainMenu.asp?userName=" & userName & "'"'>main menu</a> now.</p>"
else
%>
<table>
<tr>
<td>
<Ul>
�
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<li><a href=""maintainRestaurants.asp?userName=" & userNa
me & "&maintainType=" &
maintainType & "&modifyID=" & rs("id") & """>" & rs("name") & "</a><br>"
Response.write "&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;" & rs("location") & "</li>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
%>
</Ul>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
�
end if
closeRs(rs)
elseif Request.Form = "" and modifyID <> "" then
Set rs = extractRestaurantByID(modifyID)
name = rs("name")
location = rs("location")
zipcode = rs("zipcode")
restaurantopen = rs("restaurantHours")
childPrice = rs("childPrice")
studentPrice = rs("studentPrice")
regularPrice = rs("regularPrice")
specialPrice = rs("specialPrice")
rating = rs("rating")
averagewait = rs("averagewait")
typeOfRestaurant = rs("typeRestaurantID")
specialFeatures = rs("specialFeaturesID")
closeRs(rs)
if restaurantopen <> "" then
' return time back to normal time
if restaurantopen > 12 then
restaurantOP,en = restaurantopen - 12
openAMPM = 'PM"
else
openAMPM = "AM"
end if
end if
if typeOfRestaurant <> 0 then
set rs = extractTypeofRestaurantByID(typeOfRestaurant)
typeOfRestaurant = rs("type")
closeRs(rs)
end if

if specialFeatures <> O then
set rs = extractspecialFeaturesByID(specialFeatures)
specialFeatures = rs("specialFeaturesName")
closeRs(rs)
else
specialFeatures "No special Features Available"
end if
elseif Request.Form <> "" then ' we are deleting the info now
if deleteRestaurant(modifyID) then

-

%>

<Seript language="Javascript">
location.href = "mainMenu.asp?userName=<%=userName%>";
</script>
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P><br>"
end if

else
end if

end if
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Response.write "<p align=""center"">There was an error deleting the restaurant.</

if maintainType = 0 or (maintainType
n
%>

1 and modifyID <> "") or (maintainType

2 and modifyID <> "") the

<!-- Displar, the Maintain Restaurant form -->
<form name='maintainRestaurant"
action="maintainRestaurants.asp?userName=<%=userName%>&maintainType=<%=maintainType%>&modifyID=<%=modifyI
D%>" method="post">
<table>
<tr><td align="center" colspan="3"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr><td ali�n="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Name of Restaurant</b>:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><td><
input type= text"
name="name" value="<%=name%>"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><b>Address of Restaurant</b>:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><td><input type="text" name="locat
ion"
value="<%=location%>"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Zip code of Restaurant</b>:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><
td><input type="text"
name="zipcode" value="<%=zipcode%>" size="S" maxlength="lO"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Hour Restaurant Opens</b>:</td><td>&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<input type="text" maxlength="2" size="2" name="restaurantopen" value="<%=restaurantopen%>">&nbsp
;&nbsp;
<input type="radio" name="openAMPM" <%if openAMPM = "AM" then%>CHECKED<%end if%> value="AM">AM&nb
sp;
<input type="radio" name="openAMPM" <%if openAMPM "PM" then%>CHECKED<%end if%> value="PM">PM
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Type of Restaurant</b>:</td><td>&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<select name="typeOfRestaurant">
<option></option>
<%
set rs = extractTypeOfRestaurant
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option"
if typeOfRestaurant = rs("type") then
Response.write " SELECTED"
end if
Response.write ">" & rs("type") & "</option>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRs(rs)
%>
</select>
</td>
</tr>

<tr><td align="center" colspan="3"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><b>Child Price</b>:</td><td>S</td><td><input type="text" name="childPrice" value="<
%=childPrice%>"><ltd>
<tr><td align="right"><b>Student Price</b>:</td><td>S</td><td><input type="text" name="studentPrice" valu
e="<%=studentPrice%>"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Regular Price</b>:</td><td>S</td><td><input type
="text" name="regul arPri ce"
value="<%=regularPrice%>"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><b>Special Price</b>:</td><td>S</td><td><input type="text" name="specialPrice" valu
e="<%=specia1Price%>"></td>

<tr><td align="center" colspan="3"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Rating (out of 5)</b>:</td><td>&nbsp;</td><td><i
nput type="text"
name="rating" value="<%=rating%>"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Average wait for Food (in minutes)</b>:</td><td>
&nbsp;</td><td><input
type="text" name="averagewait" value="<%=averagewait%>"></td>
<tr><td align="right"><font color="red">*</font>&nbsp;<b>Special Features</b>:</td><td>&nbsp;</td>
<td>
<select name="specialFeatures">
<Option></option>
<Option<%if specialFeatures="No special Features Available" then Response.write " SELECTED" end i
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f%>>No special Features
Available</option>
�
set rs = extractSpecialFeatures
do while not rs.eof
Response.write "<option"
if specialFeatures = rs("specialFeaturesName") then
Response.write " SELECTED"
end if
Response.write ">" & rs("specialFeaturesName") & "</option>"
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRs(rs)
%>
</select>
</td>
</tr>
<tr><td align="center" colspan="3"><hr color="#OObbff"></td></tr>
<tr><td align="center" colspan="3">
�
if maintainType <> 2 then
%>
<input type="submit" value="Submit" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: lightsteel
blue; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';">&nbsp;
<input type="reset" value="Clear" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: lightsteelbl
ue; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';">
�
else
%>
<input type="submit" value="Delete" style="border-color: whitesmoke; background-color: lightsteel
blue; color: darkblue;
font-face: verdana, arial, sans-serif; font-weight: bold;" onMouseover="this.style.color='red'; this.styl
e.cursor='hand';"
onMouseout="this.style.color='darkblue';">
�
end if
%>
</td></tr>
</table>
</form>
�
end if
%>
</center>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/6/01
Jennifer Hood
Module Name: register.asp

Description: validates the data in various forms

Revisions:
'****************************************************************************

'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
' the recordset of usernames
Dim userNameRS
'****************************************************************************
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
registerFormFilled
' Purpose:
determine if the form is completely filled out
none
' Inputs:
boolean
' outputs:
****************************************************************************
'
function registerFormFilled()
if userName = 11 11 then 11
response.write <p align= 1111 center 11 ">Enter a user name.</p><br> 11
registerFormFilled = false
elseif password .. "" then
response.write 11 <p align= 1111 center"">Choose a password.</P><br> 11
registerFormFilled = false
elseif confirmPassword =11 11 1 then 1111
response.write <p align= center 1111 >Confirm your password.</p><br>11
registerFormFilled = false
elseif firstName = 1111 then
response.write 11 <p align= 1111 center 1111 >Enter your first name.</p><br> 11
registerFormFilled = false
elseif lastName = 1111 then
response.write 11 <p align= 1111 center"">Enter your last name.</p><br> 11
registerFormFilled = false
elseif month = 1 then 11
response.write <p align= 1111 center 1111 >You forgot to enter your birth month.</P><br> 11
registerFormFilled
= false
elseif day = 1111 then 11
response.write <p align= 1 11 center 1111 >You forgot to enter your birth day.</P><br>11
registerFormFilled = false
elseif myvear = 1111 then11
response.write <p align= 1111 center 1111 >You forgot to enter your birth year.</p><br> 11
registerFormFilled = false
elseif address = 1111 then11
response.write <p align= 1 11 center 1111 >Enter your address.</P><br> 11
registerFormFilled
= false
elseif zipcode = 1111 then1
response.write <p align=" 11 center"">Enter your zip code.</p><br>11
registerFormFilled = false
else
registerFormFilled = true
end if
end function
'

1 "

1

1

1

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
maintainRestaurantsFormFilled
' Purpose:
determine if the form is completely filled out
' Inputs:
none
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function maintainRestaurantsFormFilled()
if name = " 11 then
response.write 11 <p align= 11 1'center 11 ">Enter a restaurant name.</P><br>11
maintainRestaurantsFormFilled = false
elseif zipcode = 1111 then11
response.write <p align= 1111 center"">Enter the zip code of the restaurant.</P><br>"
maintainRestaurantsFormFilled = false
elseif restaurantopen = 11 1111 then 1111
response.write <p align= center 11 1'>Enter what hour the restaurant opens.</p><br> 11
maintainRestaurantsFormFilled = false
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elseif typeOfRestaurant = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Choose the type of restaurant.</p><br>"
maintainRestaurantsFormFilled = false
elseif regularPrice = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter the average price for a regular plate.</p><br>"
maintainRestaurantsFormFilled = false
elseif rating = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Rate this restaurant.</p><br>"
maintainRestaurantsFormFilled = false
elseif averagewait = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter how long the average wait to get food is.</P><b

maintainRestaurantsFormFilled = false
elseif specialFeatures = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Choose the restaurant's special features.</p><br>"
maintainRestaurantsFormFilled = false
else
maintainRestaurantsFormFilled = true
end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
maintainMovieTheatresFormFilled
' Name:
' Purpose:
determine if the form is completely filled out
' Inputs:
none
' outputs:
boolean
****************************************************************************
'
function maintainMovieTheatresFormFilled()
if name = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter a movie theatre name.</P><br>"
maintainMovieTheatresFormFilled = false
elseif zipcode = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter the zip code of the movie theatre.</p><br>"
maintainMovieTheatresFormFilled = false
elseif regularPrice = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter the average price for a regular ticket.</p><br>

..

else

maintainMovieTheatresFormFilled = false

maintainMovieTheatresFormFilled = true
end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
maintainMoviesFormFilled
' Purpose:
determine if the form is completely filled out
none
' Inputs:
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function maintainMoviesFormFilled()
if theatreName = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter a movie theatre name.</p><br>"
maintainMoviesFormFilled = false
elseif movieName = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter a movie name.</p><br>"
maintainMoviesFormFilled = false
elseif moviestarts = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter the hour that the movie starts.</p><br>"
maintainMoviesFormFilled = false
elseif startsAMPM = "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter whether the movie starts in the AM or the PM.</
p><br>"
maintainMoviesFormFilled = false
elseif rating .. "" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter the rating of the movie.</p><br>"
maintainMoviesFormFilled = false
elseif genre = ' '" then
response.write "<p align=""center"">Enter the genre of the movie.</P><br>"
maintainMoviesFormFilled = false
else
maintainMoviesFormFilled = true
end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
validateuserName
validate the entered username and make sure it is not a duplicate
' Purpose:
the entered username
' Inputs:
' outputs:
boolean
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'****************************************************************************
function validateuserName(userName)
' the recordset object
Dim rs
dbconnect()
set rs = extractusers()

do while not rs.eof
if userName = rs("userName") then
Response.write "<p align=""center"">That user name is already taken. choose anot
her.</P><br>"
closeRS(rs)
validateuserName 0
exit function
end if
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRS(rs)
validateuserName = 1
end function
'****************************************************************************
validatePassword
' Name:
' Purpose:
makes sure the user's password and password confirmation match
the password, and confirmPassword
' Inputs:
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function validatePassword(password, confirmPassword)
if password <> confirmPassword then
response.write "<p align='"'center"">Double-check your password •..</P><br>"
password = ""
confirmPassword = '"'
validatePassword = 0
else
validatePassword = 1
end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
validateDate
' Name:
' Purpose:
verify that the date entered is a valid date and that it is within
a certain time frame (no 2000 year old people)
month, day, year (myvear)
' Inputs:
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function validateDate(month, day, myvear)
if not (isNumeric(month) and isNumeric(dar,) and isNumeric(myYear)) then
Response.write "<p align=""center "'>Your birthday must be entered in numeric form. </p><br
>"
validateDate = 0
' validate the month
else
if month < 1 or month > 12 then
Response.write "<p align=""center"">No such month exists... (l=January, 2=Februar
Y, etc.)</P><br>"
validateDate = 0
' validate the day
else
if cint(day) < 1 or cint(day) > 31 or (cint(day) > 30 and cint(month) = 2 and cin
t(month) = 4 and cint(month)
= 6 and cint(month) = 9 and cint(month) = 11) or (cint(dar,) > 29 and cint(month) = 2) then
Response.write "<P align= "'center'"'>Incorrect day entered.</p><br>"
validateDate = 0
' validate the year
else
if (len(myvear) <> 2) and (len(myvear) <> 4) then
Response.write "<p align=""center"">The year must be entered in e
ither 2-digit format (onlr,
for years preceeded with "'19"") or 4-digit format.</p><br>"
validateDate = 0
else
' validate 4-digit years
if len(myvear) = 4 then
if cint(myvear) < 1900 or cint(myvear) > r,ear(now) then
Response.write "<p align=""center "'>That is not a
valid year.</p><br>"
validateDate 0
else
validateDate = 1
end if
else
validateDate = 1
end if
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end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
isvalidzipcode
Purpose:
validates the entered zip code to make sure it is in the zipcode
adjacency matrix
' Inputs:
zipcode
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function isvalidzipcode(zipcode)
Dim rs
' a recordset
set rs = extractzipcodes()

do while not rs.eof
if rs("zipcode") = clng(zipcode) then
isvalidzipcode = true
exit do
end if
isvalidzipcode false
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRs(rs)
end function
'****************************************************************************
validatezipcode
' Name:
' Purpose:
validates the entered zip code to make sure only 5 digits were entered
' Inputs:
zipcode
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function validatezipcode(zipcode)
Dim zipArray
' the zip code array

if isNumeric(zipcode) then
if len(zipcode) <> 5 then
Response.write "<P align=""center"">The zip code must be 5 digits.</p><br>"
validatezipcode = O
else
if isvalidzipcode(zipcode) then
validatezipcode = 1
else
Response.write "<p align=""center"">That zip code is not recognized as a
valid zip code.</p><br>"
validatezipcode = O
end if
end if
else
Response.write "<p align=""center"">The zip code must be a number.</p><br>"
validatezipcode = 0
end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
isPrice
' Purpose:
validates that a submitted price is indeed a valid price
price
' Inputs:
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function isPrice(price)
if price <> "" then
if isNumeric(price) then
isPrice = true
else
isPrice = false
end if
else
isPrice true
end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
timeOfDayselected
' Name:
' Purpose:
validates that AM or PM was selected
Page 4
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isHour
' Inputs:
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function timeofoayselected(timeAMPM)
if timeAMPM <>
then
timeofoayselected = true
else
timeofoayselected = false
end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
isHour
' Name:
' Purpose:
validates that a submitted hour is indeed a valid hour
isHour, timeAMPM
' Inputs:
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function isHour(hour, timeAMPM)
if hour <>
then
if isNumeric(hour) then
if instr(l, hour, ".") then
Response.write "<p align=""center"">The hour cannot have a decimal point
in it.</p><br>"
isHour = false
else
if hour <= 12 then
if timeofoayselected(timeAMPM) then
isHour = true
else
Response.write "<p align='"'center'"'>You must select AM or
PM</p>"
isHour false
end if
else
Response.write "<p align=""center'"'>The hours must be between 1 a
nd 12 inclusive.</p><br>"
isHour = false
end if
end if
else
Response.write "<p align=""center" >The hour must be a number.</p><br>"
isHour = false
end if
else
isHour = true
end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
isinteger
' Purpose:
validates that a submitted number is an integer
' Inputs:
number
' outputs:
boolean
****************************************************************************
'
function isinteger(number)
if number <> "" then
if isNumeric(number) then
if instr(l, number, ".") then
isinteger = false
else
isinteger true
end if
else
isinteger• false
end if
else
isinteger true
end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
isRating
' Name:
validates that a submitted rating is valid
' Purpose:
rating
' Inputs:
boolean
' outputs:
****************************************************************************
'
function isRating(rating)
if isinteger(rating) then
if rating >= 0 and rating <= S then
Page S
1111

11

"

1
1

.</P><br>"
else
>"

end if
end function
%>

else
end if

isRating = true
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Response.write "<p align=""center"">The rating must be an integer between O and S
isRating = false

Response.write "<p align='"'center"">The rating must be an integer between O and 5.</p><br

isRating = false

-
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'****************************************************************************
Date:
Name:

11/6/01
Jennifer Hood

Module Name: dbFunctions.asp

Description: contains the various database functions for SQL
Revisions:

'****************************************************************************

%>

� 'Parameters for connecting to the database%>
<!-- #include file="adovbs.inc" -->

�
'****************************************************************************
' variable Declarations
'****************************************************************************
' the alobal database connection obiect
Dim aDB_CONNECTION_OBJ
'****************************************************************************

'****************************************************************************
dbconnect()
' Name:
' Purpose:
connect to the Microsoft Access ODBC Database
none
' Inputs:
none
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function dbconnect()
Dim DB_CONNECTIONSTRING
' the database connection string

DB_CONNECTIONSTRING = "Driver={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};" & "Dbq=C:\windows\Profiles\Jennifer\My Documents\pws\Honors Project\Nightout.mdb;" & _
"uid=Admin;" & _
"PWd=;"

set gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ = server.createobject("ADODB.connection")
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.Connectionstring = DB_CONNECTIONSTRING
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.CursorLocation = aduseserver
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.ConnectionTimeout = 60
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.CommandTimeout = 120

if (gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.State <> adstateopen)then
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.Open
end if
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
getRecordsetForupdate(dbcn, TableName)
' Purpose:
open a recordset that may be updated.
' Inputs:
dbcn
-- open ADO db connection (use dbconnect())
TableName - Name of table to open
' outputs:
a recordset
'****************************************************************************
function 9etRecordsetForupdate(TableName)
Dim rs
' the recordset
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.locktype = adLockoptimistic
if(gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.State <> adstateopen)then
dbconnect()
end if

rs.open TableName, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ,,, adcmdTableDirect
set getRecordsetForupdate = rs
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
runupdatesql(sqlstr)
' Purpose:
Execute a SQL query that performs a DB update/insert/delete.
dbcn
-- open ADO db connection (use dbconnect())
' Inputs:
sqlQuery -- sql db update statement
' Return:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
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if(gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.State <> adstateopen) then
dbconnect()
end if
runupdatesql = false

gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.execute sqlQuery, rowsAffected, adExecuteNoRecords

runupdatesql = true
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractusers()
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the users from the database
' Inputs:
none
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractusers()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
Dim rs
' recordset object
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractusers= rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT * FROM user;"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractuserByName(userName)
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the users from the database
userName
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractuserByName(userName)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs= server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

Set extractuserByName = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT * FROM user WHERE user.userName
rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function

=

'" & userName &

Ill •"

'****************************************************************************
adduser()
' Name:
' Purpose:
Adds a user to the database
none
' Inputs:
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function adduser()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' the update recordset
Dim updRs
Dim birthdate ' the user's birthdate
birthdate = month & "/" & day & "/" & myvear
dbconnect()

adduser = O
set updRs = getRecordsetForupdate("user")
if (updRs.state <> adstateopen) then
Response.write "adduser() Recordset Failed to open..."
exit function
end if
updRs.addnew
updRs("userName") = userName
updRs(" J)assword") = password
updRs("firstName") = firstName
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updRs("lastName") = lastName
updRs("birthdate") = birthdate
updRs("address") = address
updRs("zipcode") = zipcode
updRs("isAdmin") = O
updRs.update
adduser = 1
updRs.close
Set updRS = Nothing
end function

'****************************************************************************
modifyuser()
' Name:
Modifies a user's profile in the database
' Purpose:
' Inputs:
userName
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function modifyuser(userName)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
Dim birthdate ' the user's birthdate
birthdate = month & "/" & day & "/" & myvear

dbconnect()
modifyuser = False
sqlQuery = "UPDATE user SET firstName =
& firstName &
lastName =
& lastName &
password =
& password &
& "birthdate = '" & birthdate & "', address = '" & address & "'
& "zipCode = '" & zipcode & "' "_
& "WHERE userName = '" & userName & "';"
111

11 ,
1

111,

111

111,
"_

1
11 _

if (not runupdateSql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if
modifyuser = true
end function

'****************************************************************************
extractTypeofRestaurant()
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the types of restaurants from the database
' Inputs:
none
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractTypeOfRestaurant()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
Dim rs
' recordset object
Set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractTypeofRestaurant = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT * FROM TypeRestaurant;"
rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ,
,adcmdText
end function
I

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractTypeofRestaurantByName(typeRestaurant)
' Purpose:
Extracts the type of restaurant ID number from the database based on a name
typeRestaurant
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractTypeOfRestaurantByName(typeRestaurant)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractTypeOfRestaurantByName = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT * FROM TypeRestaurant WHERE TypeRestaurant.type
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function
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'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractTypeOfRestaurantByID(typeRestaurant)
Extracts the type of restaurant from the database based on its ID
' Purpose:
typeRestaurant
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractTypeOfRestaurantByID(typeRestaurant)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
Dim rs
' recordset object
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractTypeOfRestaurantByID = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT * FROM TypeRestaurant WHERE TypeRestaurant.id

rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ,
end function

I

,adcmdText

" & typeRestaurant &

'****************************************************************************
Name:
extractspecialFeatures()
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the special features from the database
none
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractspecialFeatures()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly

dbconnect()

set extractspecialFeatures = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT SpecialFeatures.* FROM specialFeatures;"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
Name:
extractspecialFeaturesByName(specialFeatures)
' Purpose:
Extracts the special feature ID from the database based on its name
' Inputs:
specialFeatures
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractspecialFeaturesByName(specialFeatures)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractspecialFeaturesByName = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT SpecialFeatures.* FROM SpecialFeatures WHERE "_
& "specialFeatures.specialFeaturesName = "' & specialFeatures &
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
extractspecialFeaturesByID(specialFeatures)
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts the special features from the database based on its ID
' Inputs:
specialFeatures
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractspecialFeaturesByID(specialFeatures)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
Dim rs
' recordset object
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
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set extractspecialFeaturesByID = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT SpecialFeatures.* FROM specialFeatures WHERE "
& "SpecialFeatures.id = " & specialFeatures & ";"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractMovies()
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the movies from the database
none
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractMovies()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractMovies = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT DISTINCT movieName FROM Movie;"
rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractMovieByName(movie)
' Purpose:
Extracts the movie ID from the database based on its name
movie
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractMovieByName(movie)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly

dbconnect()
set extractMovieByName = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT DISTINCT movieName FROM Movie WHERE Movie.movieName
rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractGenres()
Extracts all of the genres from the database
' Purpose:
none
' Inputs:
rs
' Outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractGenres()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly

dbconnect()
Set extractGenres = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT Genre.* FROM Genre;"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractGenreByName(genre)
' Purpose:
Extracts a genre id from the database based on its name
' Inputs:
genre
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractGenreByName(genre)
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' string variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs= Server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeyset
rs.LockType= adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

Set extractGenreeyName = rs
sqlQuery= "SELECT Genre.* FROM Genre WHERE Genre.genreName =

rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

111

& genre &

.. , ...
I

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractGenreeyID(genre)
' Purpose:
Extracts a genre from the database based on its ID
' Inputs:
genre
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractGenreeyID(genre)
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs= server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeyset
rs.LockType= adLockReadonly

dbconnect()

Set extractGenreeyID= rs
sqlQuery= "SELECT Genre.* FROM Genre WHERE Genre.id= " & genre &
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

It. ti
I

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractPriceB¥ForeignID(id)
' Purpose:
Extracts a price from the database based on its regular price
' Inputs:
genre
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractPriceeyForeignID(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs= server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeyset
rs.LockTYpe= adLockReadonly

dbconnect()
Set extractPriceeyForeignID= rs
sqlQuery= "SELECT Price.* FROM Price WHERE Price.entertainmentID

rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ,
end function

I

,adcmdText

-

II

& id & " ·"
I

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
addcriteriaToDB()
Adds a Nightout criteria set to the database
' Purpose:
none
' Inputs:
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function addcriteriaToDB()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' the update recordset
Dim updRs
' a recordset object
Dim rs
dbconnect()

addcriteriaToDB= 0
set updRs= getRecordsetForupdate("criteria")
if (updRs.state <> adstateopen) then
Response.write "addcriteriaToDB() Recordset Failed to open...
exit function
end if
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updRs.addnew

if typeRestaurant <> "" then
set rs = extractTypeofRestauranter,Name(typeRestaurant)
updRs("typeOfRestaurantID") = rs('id")
closeRs(rs)
else
updRs("typeOfRestaurantID") = -1
end if
if averageMealPrice <> "" then
updRs("mealPrice") = averageMealPrice
else
updRs("mealPrice") = -1
end if
if dinnerHour <> "" then
updRs("dinnerHour")
else
updRs("dinnerHour")
end if

dinnerHour
-1

if special Features <> "" then
Set rs = extractspecialFeatureser,Name(specialFeatures)
updRs("specialFeaturesID") = rs( 'id")
closeRs(rs)
else
updRs("specialFeaturesID") = -1
end if
if movie <> "" then
set rs = extractMovieBvName(movie)
updRs("movieID") = rs(�id")
closeRs(rs)
else
updRs("movieID") = -1
end if

if priceTickets <> "" then
updRs("moviePrice") priceTickets
else
updRs("moviePrice") = -1
end if
if movieHour <> "" then
updRs("movieHour")
else
updRs("movieHour")
end if

movieHour
-1

if genre <> '"' then
Set rs = extractGenreBvName(genre)
updRs("genreID") = rs(''id")
closeRs(rs)
else
updRs("genreID") = -1
end if

if zipcodesToTravel <> "" then
updRs("distance") = zipcodesToTravel
else
updRs("distance") = -1
end if

updRs("creationDate") = now()
updRs("userName") = userName
updRs.update
addcriteriaToDB = 1
updRs.close
Set updRS = Nothing
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractcriteria(userName)
' Purpose:
Extracts all critera for a user
' Inputs:
userName
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractcriteria(userName)
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Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
Dim rs
' recordset object
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractcriteria = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT criteria.* FROM criteria WHERE criteria.userName

rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function

'" & userName & "' ·' "

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractEntertainmentByName(name)
' Purpose:
Extracts all critera for a user
' Inputs:
name
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractEntertainmentByName(name)
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractEntertainmentByName = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT Entertainment.* FROM Entertainment WHERE Entertainment.name = '" & name & "' '• "

rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
extractcriteriaByID(id)
' Name:
Extracts all critera of a certain ID
' Purpose:
genre
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractcriteriaByID(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly

dbconnect()
set extractcriteriaByID = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT criteria.* FROM criteria WHERE criteria.id

rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function

-

" & id & "·' "

'****************************************************************************
modifycriteria()
' Name:
' Purpose:
Modifies a user's criteria for a Nightout in the database
' Inputs:
id
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function modifycriteria(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
dbconnect()
modifycriteria = False
sqlQuery = "UPDATE criteria SET typeofRestaurantID = "

if typeRestaurant <> "" then
set rs = extractTypeOfRestaurantByName(typeRestaurant)
sglQuery = sqlQuery & rs("id")
closeRs(rs)
else
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "-1"
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end if

sqlQuery= sqlQuery & ", mealPrice= "

if averageMealPrice <> "" then
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & averageMealPrice
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & "-1"
end if
sqlQuery • sqlQuery & ", dinnerHour= "

if dinnerHour <> "" then
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & dinnerHour
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & "-1"
end if

sqlQuery= sqlQuery & ", specialFeaturesID=

..

if specialFeatures <> "" then
set rs= extractspecialFeaturesByName(specialFeatures)
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & rs("id")
closeRs(rs)
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & "-1"
end if

sqlQuery= sqlQuery & ", movieID= "

if movie <> "" then
set rs= extractMovieByName(movie)
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & rs("id")
closeRs(rs)
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & "-1"
end if
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & ", moviePrice

-..

if priceTickets <> "" then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & priceTickets
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & "-1"
end if

sqlQuery= sqlQuery & " movieHour=

if movieHour <> "" then
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & movieHour
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & "-1"
end if

sqlQuery= sqlQuery & ", genreID= "

if genre <> "" then
set rs= extractGenreByName(genre)
sglQuery= sqlQuery & rs("id )
closeRs(rs)
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & "-1"
end if
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & ", distance= "

if zipcodesToTravel <> "" then
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & zipcodesToTravel
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & "-1"
end if
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & " WHERE id= " & id & "·"
•

if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if
modifycriteria= true
end function
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**************************************************
**************************
'
deleteCriteria(id)
' Name:
' Purpose:
Deletes a criteria based on its ID
genre
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
****************************************************************************
'
function deletecriteria(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
dbconnect()
deletecriteria= false
sqlQuery= "DELETE FROM criteria where criteria.id
if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

" & id & " · "
I

deletecriteria= true
end function
'****************************************************************************
addToEntertainmentTable(entertainmentType)
' Name:
Adds a restaurant to the Entertainment table
' Purpose:
' Inputs:
entertainmentType (0= movie, 1= restaurant), typeOfRestaurantID
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function addToEntertainmentTable(entertainmentType, typeofRestaurantID)
Dim updRs
' the update recordset
Dim rs
' the recordset object
' the id number of the entertainment
Dim id

' Add to the Entertainment table
addToEntertainmentTable= 0
set updRs= getRecordsetForupdate("Entertainment")
if (updRs.state <> adstateopen) then
Response.write "addToEntertainmentTable() Recordset Failed to open..."
exit function
end if
updRs.addnew
updRs("type")= entertainmentType
updRs("name")= name
if location <> "" then
updRs("location") location
end if
updRs("zipcode")

zipcode

if entertainmentType= 1 then
updRs("typeRestaurantID")
end if

typeofRestaurantID

updRs.update
id= updRs("id")
addToEntertainmentTable id
updRs.close
Set updRS= Nothing
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
updateEntertainmentTable(entertainmentID, priceID)
' Purpose:
Updates the Entertainment table with the Price ID
' Inputs:
entertainmentID, priceID
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function updateEntertainmentTable(entertainmentID, priceID)
' the recordset
Dim rs

dbconnect()
updateEntertainmentTable= False
sqlQuery= "UPDATE Entertainment SET Entertainment.priceID= " & priceID & " "
& "WHERE Entertainment.id= " & entertainmentID & ";"
if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if
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updateEntertainmentTable = true
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
addToPriceTable()
' Purpose:
Adds a price set to the price table
' Inputs:
none
' outputs:
boolean
****************************************************************************
'
function addToPriceTable(entertainmentID)
' the update recordset
Dim updRs
' the price ID
Dim priceID

' Add to the Price table
addToPriceTable = 0
set updRs = getRecordsetForupdate("Price")
if (updRs.state <> adstateopen) then
Response.write "addToPriceTable() Recordset Failed to open ..."
exit function
end if
updRs.addnew
updRs("entertainmentID") = entertainmentID
if childPrice <> "" then
updRs("childPrice")
end if

=

if studentPrice <> "" then
updRs("studentPrice")
end if
updRs("regularPrice")

=

childPrice
=

studentPrice

regularPrice

if specialPrice <> "" then
updRs("specialPrice")
end if

=

specialPrice

updRs.update
priceID = updRs("id")
addToPriceTable = priceID
updRs.close
Set updRS = Nothing
end function
'****************************************************************************
addToDinnerTable()
' Name:
' Purpose:
Adds a restaurant to the dinner table
' Inputs:
entertainmentID, specialFeaturesID
' Outputs:
boolean
****************************************************************************
'
function addToDinnerTable(entertainmentID, specialFeaturesID)
' the update recordset
Dim updRs

' Finally, insert into the Dinner Table
addToDinnerTable = 0
set updRs = getRecordsetForupdate("Dinner")
if (updRs.state <> adstateopen) then
Response.write "addToDinnerTable() Recordset Failed to open..."
exit function
end if
updRs.addnew

updRs("entertainmentIO") = entertainmentID
updRs("rating") = rating
updRs("restaurantHours") = restaurantopen
updRs("averagewait") = averagewait

if specialFeatures <> "" and specialFeatures <> "No special Features Avai1 able" then
updRs("specia1 FeaturesID") = specia1 FeaturesIO
end if

updRs.update
addToDinnerTable = 1
updRs.close
Set updRS = Nothing
end function
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'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractRestaurants()
' Purpose:
Extracts the all of the restaurants from the database
none
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractRestaurants()
' String variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
Dim rs
' a temporary rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType=adopenKeyset
rs.LockType=adLockReadonly

dbconnect()

set extractRestaurants=rs
sqlQuery= "SELECT Entertainment.* FROM Entertainment WHERE Entertainment.type
tainment.name ASC;"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

1 ORDER BY Enter

'****************************************************************************
extractRestaurantB�ID(id)
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts the all of the restaurants from the database
' Inputs:
id
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractRestaurantByID(id)
' String variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
' a temporary rs
Dim rs
set rs=server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType=adopenKeyset
rs.LockType=adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractRestaurantByID=rs
sqlQuery="SELECT Entertainment.*, Dinner.*, Price.* "_
& "FROM (Entertainment INNER JOIN Price ON Entertainment.priceID=Price.id)"
& "INNER JOIN Dinner ON Entertainment.id=Dinner.entertainmentID "
& "WHERE Entertainment.id=" & id & ";"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
addRestaurant()
' Name:
' Purpose:
Adds a restaurant to the database
none
' Inputs:
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function addRestaurant()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
Dim updRs
' the update recordset
Dim rs
' a temporary rs
Dim entertainmentID
' the id of this entertainment
' the price id
Dim priceID
Dim typeofRestaurantID ' the type of restaurant ID
Dim specialFeaturesID
special features id
dbconnect()
Set rs=extractTypeofRestaurantByName(typeofRestaurant)
typeofRestaurantID=rs("id")
closeRs(rs)

entertainmentID=addToEntertainmentTable(l, typeOfRestaurantID)
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.close()
priceID=addToPriceTable(entertainmentID)
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.close()
if updateEntertainmentTable(entertainmentID, priceID)then
Set rs=extractspecialFeaturesByName(specialFeatures)
specialFeaturesID=rs("id")
closeRs(rs)
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.close()
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else

if addToDinnerTable(entertainmentID, specialFeaturesID) then
addRestaurant= true
else
addRestaurant= false
end if

addRestaurant= false
end if
end function
'****************************************************************************
modif¥Restaurant(id)
' Name:
' Purpose:
Modifies a restaurant in the database based on its id
' Inputs:
id
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function modifyRestaurant(id)
' String variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
' a temporary rs
Dim rs
Dim typeOfRestaurantID ' the type of restaurant ID
Dim specialFeaturesID
' the special features id
dbconnect()
modifyRestaurant= false

set rs= extractTypeofRestaurantByName(typeOfRestaurant)
typeOfRestaurantID= rs("id")
closeRs(rs)
set rs= extractspecialFeaturesByName(specialFeatures)
specialFeaturesID= rs( 11 id")
closeRs(rs)

' update the Entertainment table
sqlQuery= "UPDATE Entertainment SET Entertainment.name
= "' & name & '", "_
& "location= '" & location & 11 zipcode= 11 & ziP,Code & ", typeRestaurantID=
& typeofRestaurantID & " WHERE Entertainment.id= ' & id & ";"
if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if
1,

' Update the Price table
sqlQuery= "UPDATE Price SET childPrice=

11

if childPrice <> "" then
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & childPrice
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & 0
end if
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & " studentPrice "

-

-

if studentPrice <> "" then
sqlQuery sqlQuery & studentPrice
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & 0
end if
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & " regularPrice=

11

& regularPrice & " specialPrice

if specialPrice <> "" then
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & specialPrice
else
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & 0
end if

-

-

sqlQuery= sqlQuery & " WHERE Price.entertainmentID
if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

II

& id &

"

. .' ..

' Update the Dinner table
sqlQuery= "UPDATE Dinner SET rating= " & rating &
restaurantHours= "& restaurantopen & ", averagewait= " & averagewait & ", specialFeaturesID
& specialFeaturesID & " WHERE entertainmentID= "& id & ";"
"
if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
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modifyRestaurant= true
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
deleteRestaurant(id)
Deletes a restaurant based on its ID
' Purpose:
id
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function deleteRestaurant(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
dbconnect()
deleteRestaurant= false

' Delete from the Entertainment table
sqlQuery= "DELETE FROM Entertainment where Entertainment.id= " & id &

. .' ..

if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

' Delete from the Price table
sqlQuery= "DELETE FROM Price where price.entertainmentID
if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

' Delete from the Dinner table
sqlQuery= "DELETE FROM Dinner where Dinner.entertainmentID

if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

" & id &

"·' "

" & id & "·"
'

deleteRestaurant= true
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractMovieTheatres()
Extracts the all of the movie theatres from the database
' Purpose:
none
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractMovieTheatres()
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
Dim rs
' a temporary rs
set rs= server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeyset
rs.LockType= adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractMovieTheatres= rs
sqlQuery= "SELECT Entertainment.* FROM Entertainment WHERE Entertainment.type
tainment.name Ase;"
rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
extractMovieTheatreByID(id)
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts the a movie theatre from the database by ID
' Inputs:
id
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractMovieTheatreByID(id)
' String variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
' a temporary rs
Dim rs
set rs= server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeyset
rs.LockType= adLockReadonly
dbconnect()
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Set extractMovieTheatreByID= rs
sqlQuery= "SELECT Entertainment.*,Price.* "&" FROM Entertainment INNER JOINPrice ON Entertainment.priceID=Price.id "
&W
" HERE Entertainment.id= " &id&;
" "

rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractMovieTheatreByName(name)
'Purpose:
Extracts the a movie theatre from the database by name
name
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractMovieTheatreByName(name)
Dim sqlQuery
'String variable for building our query
Dim rs
' a temporary rs
set rs= server.createobject(" ADODB.Recordset" )
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType= adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

-

...

set extractMovieTheatreByName= rs
sqlQuery= "SELECT Entertainment.* FROM EntertainmentWHERE Entertainment.name '" &name& "' '
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
addMovieTheatre()
Adds a movie theatre to the database
'Purpose:
none
' Inputs:
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function addMovieTheatre()
Dim sqlQuery
'String variable for building our query
Dim updRs
' the update recordset
Dim rs
' a temporary rs
' the id of this entertainment
Dim entertainmentID
Dim priceID
' the price id
dbconnect()
entertainmentID= addToEntertainmentTable(O, 0)
priceID= addToPriceTable(entertainmentID)
if updateEntertainmentTable(entertainmentID, priceID) then
addMovieTheatre = true
else
addMovieTheatre= false
end if
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
modifyMovieTheatre(id)
' Purpose:
Modifies a movie theatre in the database based on its id
' Inputs:
id
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function modifyMovieTheatre(id)
Dim sqlQuery
'String variable for building our query
Dim rs
' a temporary rs
Dim typeofRestaurantID ' the type of restaurant ID
' the special features id
Dim specialFeaturesID
dbconnect()
modifyMovieTheatre= false

'Update the Entertainment table
sqlQuery= "UPDATE EntertainmentSET Entertainment.name='" &name&"', " _
&" location= '
" &location&"', zipcode= " &zipcode&" WHERE Entertainment.id ..
&id&"·"
if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if
'Update thePrice table
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sqlQuery = "UPDATE Price SET childPrice = "
if childPrice <> "" then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & childPrice
else
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & O
end if
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & " studentPrice =
if studentPrice <> "" then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & studentPrice
else
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & O
end if

sqlQuery = sqlQuery & ", regularPrice = " & regularPrice & " specialPrice = "

if specialPrice <> "" then
sqlQuery sqlQuery & specialPrice
else
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & 0
end if

sqlQuery = sqlQuery & " WHERE Price.entertainmentID
if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

II

& id & "·"
I

modifyMovieTheatre = true
end function
'****************************************************************************
deleteMovieTheatre(id)
' Name:
Deletes a movie theatre based on its ID
' Purpose:
id
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function deleteMovieTheatre(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
dbconnect()

deleteMovieTheatre = false

' Delete from the Entertainment table
sqlQuery = "DELETE FROM Entertainment where Entertainment.id .. " & id &

if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

' Delete from the Price table
sqlQuery = "DELETE FROM Price where price.entertainmentID = " & id & "·"
I

if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

deleteMovieTheatre = true
end function
'****************************************************************************
extractRatings()
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts the all of the movie ratings from the database
none
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractRatings()
' String variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
' a temporary rs
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()
set extractRatings = rs
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sqlQuery = "SELECT Rating.* FROM Rating;"

rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ,
end function

I

,adcmdText

'****************************************************************************
extractRatingByName(rating)
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts a movie rating from the database by name
rating
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractRatingByName(rating)
' String variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
Dim rs
' a temporary rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly

dbconnect()
Set extractRatingByName = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT Rating.* FROM Rating WHERE Rating.ratingName
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

'" & rating &

'****************************************************************************
extractGenres()
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts the all of the genres from the database
' Inputs:
none
rs
' Outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractGenres()
' String variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
' a temporary rs
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType � adopenKeySet
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractGenres = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT Genre.* FROM Genre;"
Response.write sqlQuery
,adcmdText
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ,
end function

'****************************************************************************
extractGenreByName(genre)
' Name:
Extracts a movie rating from the database by name
' Purpose:
rating
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractGenreByName(genre)
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
' a temporary rs
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

Set extractGenreByName = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT Genre.* FROM Genre WHERE Genre.genreName = '" & genre &

rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
extractMovies()
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts the all of the movies from the database
none
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractMovies()
' String variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
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' a temporary rs
set rs=server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeySet
rs.LockType=adLockReadonly
dbconnect()
set extractMovies =rs
sqlQuery="SELECT Movie.*, Rating.ratingName, Genre.9enreName "& "FROM (Movie INNER JOIN Rating ON Movie.rat,ngID=Rating.id)"
& "INNER JOIN Genre ON Movie.genreID=Genre.id ORDER BY Movie.movieName ASC;"
rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function
Dim rs

'****************************************************************************
extractMovieByID(id)
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts a movie from the database by its ID
id
' Inputs:
rs
' Outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractMovieByID(id)
' string variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
' a temporary rs
Dim rs
set rs=server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeySet
rs.LockType= adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractMovieByID=rs
sqlQuery="SELECT Movie.*, Rating.*, Genre.*, Entertainment.* "& "FROM ((Movie INNER JOIN Rating ON Movie.ratingID=Rating.id)"
& "INNER JOIN Genre ON Movie.genreID=Genre.id)"& "INNER JOIN Entertainment ON Movie.entertainmentID .. Entertainment.id "
& "WHERE Movie.id=" & id & ";"

rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, I ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
Name:
addMovie()
' Purpose:
Adds a movie to the database
none
' Inputs:
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function addMovie()
' String variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
' the update recordset
Dim updRs
' a temporary rs
Dim rs
Dim entertainmentID
' the id of this entertainment
' the rating id
Dim ratingID
' the genre id
Dim genreID
dbconnect()

addMovie=0
set updRs=getRecordsetForupdate("Movie")
if (updRs.state <> adstateopen)then
Response.write "addMovie()Recordset Fai1 ed to open..."
exit function
end if
Set rs=extractMovieTheatreByName(theatreName)
entertainmentID .. rs("id")
closeRs(rs)
set rs=extractRatingByName(rating)
ratingID=rs("id")
closeRs(rs)
set rs=extractGenreByName(genre)
genreID=rs("id")
closeRs(rs)
updRs.addnew

updRs("entertainmentID") entertainmentID
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updRs("ratingID") = ratingID
updRs("genreID")= genreID
updRs("movieName") = movieName
updRs("moviestart") = moviestarts

updRs.update
addMovie= 1
updRs.close
Set updRS= Nothing
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
modifyMovie(id)
' Purpose:
Modifies a movie in the database based on its id
' Inputs:
id
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function modifyMovie(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
Dim rs
' a temporary rs
' the entertainment ID
Dim entertainmentID
Dim ratingID
' the rating ID
Dim genreID
' the genre ID
dbconnect ()
modifyMovie = false
set rs= extractMovieTheatreByName(theatreName)
entertainmentID "' rs("id")
closeRs(rs)

set rs= extractRatingByName(rating)
ratingID= rs("id")
closeRs(rs)

set rs= extractGenreByName(genre)
genreID= rs("id")
closeRs(rs)
' update the Movie table
sqlQuery= "UPDATE Movie SET Movie.movieName= "' & movieName & "', "
ratingID= "_
& "entertainmentID= " & entertainmentID &
moviestart=
& ratingID &
�enreID= & 9enreID &
& moviestarts & WHERE Movie.id= " & id &
11

11,

11

111

1

11 ;

11

11

_

if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

modifyMovie = true
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
deleteMovie(id)
' Purpose:
Deletes a movie based on its ID
' Inputs:
id
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function deleteMovie(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
dbconnect()

deleteMovie= false

' Delete from the Movie table
sqlQuery= "DELETE FROM Movie where Movie.id
if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

-

II

& id & " · "
I

deleteMovie = true
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractAdministrators()
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the administrators from the database
' Inputs:
none
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' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractAdministrators()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
Dim rs
' recordset object
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractAdministrators = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT * FROM user WHERE isAdmin .. true;"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractNonAdministrators()
Extracts all of the non administrators from the database
' Purpose:
none
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractNonAdministrators()
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
Dim rs
' recordset object
Set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractNonAdministrators = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT * FROM user WHERE isAdmin .. false;"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
addAdministrator(userName)
' Purpose:
Adds an administrator to the database based on their userName
' Inputs:
userName
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function addAdministrator(userName)
' string variable for building our query
Dim sqlQuery
Dim i
' a counter variable
dbconnect()
addAdministrator .. false

"' ·"
I

' Update the user table
for i = 0 to ubound(userName)
sqlQuery = "UPDATE user SET user.isAdmin
next

if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

addAdministrator = true
end function

true WHERE user.userName

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
deleteAdministrator(userName)
' Purpose:
Deletes an administrator based on their userName
userName
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function deleteAdministrator(userName)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' a counter variable
Dim i
dbconnect()

deleteAdministrator = false

' Update the user table
for i = 0 to ubound(userName)
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sqlQuery = "UPDATE user SET user.isAdmin = false WHERE user.userName

"' ·t "

next

'" & userName(i) &

if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

deleteAdministrator = true
end function

'****************************************************************************
extractzipcodes()
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the valid zipcodes from the database
' Inputs:
none
rs
' Outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractzipcodes()
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockTYpe = adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

Set extractzipcodes = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT ZipcodeAdjacencyMatrix.* FROM zipCodeAdjacencyMatrix;"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractzipCodesByName()
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the valid zipcodes from the database based on its
zip code
zipcode
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractzipcodesByName(zipcode)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockTYpe = adLockReadonly

set extractzipcodesByName = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT ZiP,COdeAdjacencyMatrix.* FROM ZipcodeAdjacencyMatrix WHERE
& "zipcode = ' & zipcode & ";"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

II

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractzipCodesByDistance(distance)
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the valid zipcodes from the database based on its
distance from the home zip code
homezipcode, distance
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractzipcodesByDistance(homezipcode, distance)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs = server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType = adopenKeyset
rs.LockType = adLockReadonly

set extractzipcodesByDistance = rs
sqlQuery = "SELECT ZiP,CodeAdjacencyMatrix.* FROM zipcodeAdjacencyMatrix WHERE "
& "zipcode = ' & homezipcode & " AND distance <= "_
& distance & ";"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractNightout()
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the Nightout entries created
' Inputs:
none
' outputs:
rs
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'****************************************************************************
function extractNightout()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
Set rs=server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType=adopenKeyset
rs.LockType=adLockReadonly

dbconnect()
set extractNightout =rs
sqlQuery="SELECT Nightout.*, Entertainment.name, Entertainment.typeRestaurantID, "
& "Entertainment.priceID, criteria.typeOfRestaurantID, criteria.mealPrice, "
& "criteria.dinnerHour, criteria.specialFeaturesID, criteria.movieID, "_
& "criteria.moviePrice, criteria.concessionsPrice, criteria.movieHour, "_
& "criteria.genreID, Criteria.distance, criteria.creationDate, criteria.userName "
& "FROM (Nightout INNER JOIN Entertainment "_
& "ON Ni9htOut.entertainmentID=Entertainment.id)INNER JOIN criteria "_
& "ON criteria.id=Nightout.criteriaID;"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
extractNightOuteycriteriaID(id)
' Name:
' Purpose:
Extracts all 9f th� Ni9htout entries created in regards to a
certain cr,ter,a ID
' Inputs:
id
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractNightouteycriteriaID(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs=server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeyset
rs.LockType= adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractNightouteycriteriaID=rs
sqlQuery="SELECT Nightout.* FROM Nightout WHERE NightOut.criteriaID
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function

.. " & id &

11. 11
I

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractMovieByID(id)
Extracts a movie based on its ID
' Purpose:
id
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractMovieeyID(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs=server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeyset
rs.LockType=adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

set extractMovieeyID=rs
sqlQuery="SELECT Movie.*, Entertainment.*, Price.* FROM (Movie INNER JOIN Entertainment "
& "ON Movie.entertainmentID=Entertainment.id)"_
& "INNER JOIN Price ON Entertainment.priceID=Price.id WHERE Movie.id=" & id & ":"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractAllMovies()
Extracts all movies
' Purpose:
none
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function extractAllMovies()
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs=server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
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set extractAllMovies=rs
sqlQuery= "SELECT Movie.*, Entertainment.*, Price.* FROM (Movie INNER JOIN Entertainment "
& "ON Movie.entertainmentID=Entertainment.id)"_
& "INNER JOIN Price ON Entertainment.priceID=Price.id;"
rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function

'****************************************************************************
' Name:
extractNightoutByPrice(price)
' Purpose:
Extracts all of the Nightout entries within a certain price range
price, age
' Inputs:
rs
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function extractNightoutByPrice(price, age)
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
' recordset object
Dim rs
set rs=server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType=adopenKeyset
rs.LockType=adLockReadonly
dbconnect()

Set extractNightOutByPrice=rs
sqlQuery="SELECT Entertainment.*, Price.re9ularPrice, "_
& "Price.childPrice, Price.student Pr, ce, "& "Price.specialPrice, Dinner.entertainmentID, Dinner.rating, "
& "Dinner.restaurantHours, Dinner.averagewait, "
& "Dinner.specialFeaturesID "_
& "FROM (Entertainment INNER JOIN Price ON "& "Entertainment.priceID=Price.id)INNER JOIN "_
& "Dinner ON Entertainment.id=Dinner.entertainmentID "
& "WHERE Price."
if age =
< 12 then
sqlQuery sqlQuery & "childPrice"
else
sqlQuery=sqlQuery & "regularPrice"
end if

-

sqlQuery=sqlQuery & " =
< " & price & " AND "& "Entertainment.type=1 ORDER BY Price."
if age =
< 12 then
sqlQuery=sqlQuery & "childPrice"
else
sqlQuery=sqlQuery & "regularPrice"
end if

sqlQuery=sqlQuery & ";"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
selectRestaurants(id)
' Purpose:
selects all restaurants based on criteria
id
' Inputs:
' outputs:
boolean
'****************************************************************************
function selectRestaurants(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' string variable for building our query
Dim rs
' recordset object
Dim typeOfRestaurantID ' the type of restaurant desired
Dim mealPrice
' the price of the meal
Dim dinnerHour
' the hour that the restaurant opens
Dim specialFeaturesID ' the id for any special features
Dim distance
' the distance away from the user's zip code
' the user's username
Dim userName
Dim a9e
' the user's age
' the user's birthdate
Dim b1rthdate
' the user's birth month
Dim birthmonth
' the user's birth year
Dim birthyear
' the user's birth day
Dim birthday
Dim writeAnd
' whether or not to write an "and"
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' the user's home zip code
' the zip codes array
' a counter

set rs= extractcriteriaByID(id)
typeOfRestaurantID= rs("typeOfRestaurantID")
mealPrice= rs("mealPrice")
dinnerHour= rs("dinnerHour")
specialFeaturesID = rs("specialFeaturesID")
distance= rs("distance")
userName= rs("userName")
closeRs(rs)
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.close()
dbconnect()
set rs= extractuserBvName(userName)
1
"/")
birthdate= split(rsc'birthdate"),
birthmonth= birthdate(O)
birthday= birthdate(l)
birthyear= birthdate(2)
homeZipCode= rs("zipcode")
' Determine age
age= year(now) - birthyear
if month(now) < birthmonth - 1 then
age= age - 1
elseif month(now) = birthmonth then
if day(now) < birthday then
age= age - 1
end if
end if
closeRs(rs)
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.close()

' Get the distance array
dbconnect()
Set rs= extractzipcodesByDistance(homezipcode, distance)
i = 0
do while not rs.eof
ReDim Preserve ziP,Codes(i + 1)
zipcodes(i) = rs('adjacentzipcode")
i= i + 1
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRs(rs)
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.close()
' Extract the restaurants for the given criteria
dbconnect()
set rs= server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeyset
rs.LockType= adLockReadonly

set selectRestaurants= rs
sqlQuery= "SELECT Entertainment.*, Price.re!;!ularPrice, "
& "Price.childPrice, Price.studentPr1ce, "& "Price.specialPrice, Dinner.entertainmentID, Dinner.rating, "
& "Dinner.restaurantHours, Dinner.averagewait, "_
& "Dinner.specialFeaturesID "_
& "FROM (Entertainment INNER JOIN Price ON "_
& "Entertainment.priceID= Price.id) INNER JOIN "_
& "Dinner ON Entertainment.id= Dinner.entertainmentID"
if typeOfRestaurantID <> -1 or mealPrice <> -1 or_
dinnerHour <> -1 or specialFeaturesID <> -1 or _
distance <> -1 then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & " WHERE "
end if

writeAnd= false
if typeOfRestaurantID <> -1 then
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & "Entertainment.typeRestaurantID= "
& typeOfRestaurantID & " "
writeAnd= true
end if
if (mealPrice <> -1 or dinnerHour <> -1 or _
specialFeaturesID <> -1 or distance <> -1) and _
writeAnd= true then
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writeAnd = false
if mealPrice <> -1 then
writeAnd = true
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "Price."

if age <= 12 then
sqlQuery sqlQuery & "childPrice"
else
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "regularPrice"
end if

-

end if

sqlQuery = sqlQuery & " <= " & mealPrice & " "

if (dinnerHour <> -1 or specialFeaturesID <> -1 or
distance <> -1) and writeAnd = true then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "AND "
end if

writeAnd = false
if dinnerHour <> -1 then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "Dinner.restaurantHours <=
& dinnerHour & " "
writeAnd = true
end if
if (specialFeaturesID <> -1 or distance <> -1) and _
writeAnd = true then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "AND "
end if

writeAnd = false
if specialFeaturesID <> -1 then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "Dinner.specialFeaturesID
& specialFeaturesID &
writeAnd = true
end if
11

11

if distance <> -1 and writeAnd = true then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "AND "
end if

writeAnd = false
if distance <> -1 then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery &
for i = 0 to ubound(zipcodes) - 2
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "Entertainment.zipcode
& zipcodes(i) & " OR "
next
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "Entertainment.zipCode =
& zipcodes(i)
sqlQuery = sqlQuery &
end if
11( 1 1

11)

11

sqlQuery = sqlQuery & ";"
rs.Open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, , ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
selectMovies(id)
' Name:
' Purpose:
selects all movies based on criteria
' Inputs:
id
boolean
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function selectMovies(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
Dim rs
' recordset object
Dim movieID
' the movie desired
' the price of the movie
Dim moviePrice
' the hour that the movie starts
Dim movieHour
' the movie's genre
Dim genreID
' the distance away from the user's zip code
Dim distance
' the user's username
Dim userName
Dim a!;le
' the user's age
' the user's birthdate
Dim b1rthdate
' the user's birth month
Dim birthmonth
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birthyear
birthi:lay
writeAnd
homezipcode
zipcodes()
i

set rs= extractcriteriaByID(id)
movieID= rs("movieID")
moviePrice= rs("moviePrice")
movieHour= rs("movieHour")
genreID= rs("�enreID")
distance= rs( distance")
userName= rs("userName")
closeRs(rs)
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.close()
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'the user's birth year
'the user's birth day
'whether or not to write an "and"
'the user's home zip code
'the zip codes array
'a counter

dbconnect()
set rs= extractuserevName(userName)
birthdate= split(rsc1'birthdate"), "/")
birthmonth= birthdate(O)
birthday= birthdate(l)
birthyear= birthdate(2)
homezipcode= rs("zipcode")
'Determine age
age= year(now) - birthyear
if month(now) < birthmonth - 1 then
age= age - 1
elseif month(now)= birthmonth then
if day(now) < birthday then
age= age - 1
end if
end if
closeRs(rs)
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ.close()

'Get the distance array
dbconnect()
set rs= extractzipcodesByDistance(homezipcode, distance)
i= 0
do while not rs.eof
ReDim Preserve ziP,Codes(i + 1)
zipcodes(i)= rs('adjacentzipcode")
i= i + 1
rs.MoveNext
loop
closeRs(rs)
gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ,close()
'Extract the movies for the given criteria
dbconnect()
set rs= server.createobject("ADODB.Recordset")
rs.cursorType= adopenKeyset
rs.LockType= adLockReadonly

set selectMovies= rs
sqlQuery= "SELECT Entertainment.*, Price. re9ularPrice, "
& "Price.childPrice, Price.studentPr1 ce, "_
& "Price.specialPrice, Movie.entertainmentID, Movie.ratingID, "
& "Movie.movieName, Movie.genreID, "& "Movie.moviestart "_
& "FROM (Entertainment INNER JOIN Price ON "_
& "Entertainment.priceID= Price.id) INNER JOIN "_
& "Movie ON Entertainment.id= Movie.entertainmentID"
if movieID <> -1 or moviePrice <> -1 or _
movieHour <> -1 or genreID <> -1 or _
distance <> -1 then
sqlQuery .. sqlQuery & "WHERE "
end if
writeAnd= false
if movieID <> -1 then
sqlQuery= sqlQuery & "Movie.id
& movieID & "
writeAnd= true
end if
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if (moviePrice <> -1 or_
movieHour <> -1 or genreID <> -1 or_
distance <> -1) and_
writeAnd = true then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "AND "
end if

writeAnd = false
if moviePrice <> -1 then
writeAnd = true
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "Price."
if age <= 12 then
sqlQuery • sqlQuery &
elseif age > 12 and age <= 18
sqlQuery = sqlQuery &
elseif age > 65 then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery &
else
sqlQuery = sqlQuery &
end if

end if

"childPrice"
then
"studentPrice"

"specialPrice"

"regularPrice"

sqlQuery = sqlQuery & " <= " & moviePrice & " "

if (movieHour <> -1 or genreID <> -1 or_
distance <> -1) and writeAnd = true then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "AND "
end if
writeAnd = false
if movieHour <> -1 then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "Movie.moviestart <=
& movieHour &
writeAnd = true
end if
tt

"

if (genreID <> -1 or distance <> -1) and_
writeAnd = true then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "AND "
end if

writeAnd = false
if genreID <> -1 then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "Movie.genreID
& genreID & " "
writeAnd = true
end if
if distance <> -1 and writeAnd = true then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "AND "
end if

writeAnd = false
if distance <> -1 then
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "("
for i =Oto ubound(zipcodes) - 2
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "Entertainment.zipcode
& zipcodes(i) & " OR "
next
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & "Entertainment.zipcode
& zipcodes(i)
sqlQuery = sqlQuery & ")"
end if

•

-

sqlQuery = sqlQuery & ";"
rs.open sqlQuery, gDB_CONNECTION_OBJ, ' ,adcmdText
end function
'****************************************************************************
' Name:
deleteitinerary(id)
Deletes an itinerary based on the id
' Purpose:
id
' Inputs:
' outputs:
rs
'****************************************************************************
function deleteitinerary(id)
Dim sqlQuery
' String variable for building our query
Dim i
' a counter variable
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sqlQuery = "DELETE FROM Nightout where NightOut.id = " & id &
if (not runupdatesql(sqlQuery)) then
exit function
end if

n•"

'

deleteitinerary = true
end function
'****************************************************************************
closeRS()
' Name:
' Purpose:
close a recordset
' Inputs:
the recordset
none
' outputs:
'****************************************************************************
function closeRS(rs)
if isobject(rs) then
rs.close
Set rs = Nothing
end if
end function
%>
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